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What Is Being Said About Major Federal Tax Refor m
Our tax system needs more than a band-aid . It needs a transplant . If we are serious about our nation' s
future, we must scrap the current tax system and put in its place a system that works .
Senator Sam Nunn (D-GA), 4/25/95, upon introduction of the USA Tax Syste m
In my opinion, our challenge will do no less than pull the current Income Tax Code out by its roots an d
throw it away so that it can never grow back . When we abolish the income tax from the books as a n
insurance policy I would not at all mind seeing a repeal of the 16th Amendment . To make doubly sure tha t
the Income Tax won't rise from the dead, and won't ever again haunt the American people .
House Ways & Means Chairman Bill Archer (R-TX) at a tax reform hearing on 6/6/9 5
Replacing the entire income tax with a consumption tax would be a grand experiment of applying theory to a
practical application that no other country in the world has chosen to undertake . Proponents of these plan s
must, therefore, overcome a significant hurdle - they must show that it is worthwhile to conduct thi s
experiment on the world's largest and most complex economy .
Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy, Les Samuels, 6/7/95 testimony
I believe that we must be open-minded when we consider alternative revenue systems . There are many
competing ideas . No proposal has the inside track . Any final decision about restructuring our tax system is a
long way off. The effort to reform the tax system will take time . It should be the subject of much careful
thought and planning . We need to educate ourselves and the public about the advantages and disadvantage s
of our current system and of the many alternatives . We need to hear expert opinions and openly an d
objectively debate the issues . The public must understand the choices and knowingly signal its readiness t o
embrace a new system . As with all successful legislation, a new revenue system must evolve from a
deliberate, ongoing exercise in education and serious thought . It cannot be a flash-in-the-pan solution - if it is ,
it won't work .
Congressman Sam Gibbons (D-FL), 6/7/95 testimony before House Ways & Mean s
Congress is currently studying several alternative tax systems . Most are designed to tax consumption an d
encourage savings . These are signs of progress . They are a realization by our legislators that America's ta x
compliance burden can be dramatically reduced without losing revenue .
Excerpt from advertisement by Mobil Corporation, Time magazine, 7/24/9 5
A taxpayers' rebellion is brewing in America .
House Speaker Newt Gingrich (R-GA) in To Renew America,(pg . 213) 1995
The question is no longer whether America will get rid of its burdensome tax system ; the question is, wha t
new system should we replace it with ?
House Majority Leader Dick Armey, (R-TX) Summer, 199 5
We welcome debate, comments, suggestions, and constructive criticism on this legislation .
Senator Sam Nunn (D-GA), 4/25/95, upon introduction of the USA Tax Syste m
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Introductio n
Tax reform fever. Since mid-1994 when two major tax reform proposals were introduced, "tax reform fever "
has hit Congress and the press, and the public seems to be paying continuing closer attention to what's bein g
said . In June 1994, Congressman Armey (R-TX) introduced his flat tax proposal and has continued t o
promote it after becoming majority leader of the House . Also in June 1994, after a few years of study, the n
Senators Danforth (R-MO) and Boren (D-OK) introduced the Comprehensive Tax Restructuring an d
Simplification Act of 1994 to attempt to "fix much of what is broken in the present federal income tax
system ." Also, House Ways & Means Chairman Archer (R-TX) has talked about "tearing" the Interna l
Revenue Code "out by its roots" and possibly repealing the 16th Amendment . In the second quarter of 1995 ,
the Senate Finance Committee, House Small Business Committee, the Joint Economic Committee and th e
House Ways and Means Committee each held hearings on the flat tax and tax reform in general . And, mor e
reform proposals continue to be introduced and revised .
Just a repeat performance? The discussions of 1994 and 1995 are not the first time that tax reform fever has hi t
Congress . For example, in September, 1982, the Senate Finance Committee held two days of hearings on a
flat tax . Numerous proposals for flat and "fair" tax systems were introduced in 1985 . Also, past
administrations have seriously discussed major tax reform . In 1977, then Treasury Secretary William Simo n
issued the Treasury's "Blueprints for Basic Tax Reform" which proposed to stop tinkering with the ta x
system and instead design an entirely new system . In addition, value added taxes (VAT) have been discusse d
for decades and various government reports have been written on the topic . '
Will the current discussion be just a short-lived one as in the past? What, if anything, has changed since th e
major tax reform discussions of over 10 years ago? The tax law continues to become more complex each yea r
(regardless of which political party controls the White House and the Congress), both the cost of complianc e
and the tax gap continue to grow, and taxpayers continue to be frustrated by a complex tax system the y
cannot understand . In addition, Republicans viewed their Congressional victory in November, 1994, a s
sending a message that people want a smaller government . To reduce the size of the Internal Revenue Servic e
(IRS), a simpler tax system would most likely be necessary . The direction of the current tax reform debat e
may very well depend on how much attention is given to it during the 1996 presidential campaigns .
Overview to this outline. This handbook begins with the reasons major federal tax reform has again surface d
and why it appears to be receiving even more attention than in prior years . This is followed by an overview
of the proposals on the table as of December, 1995 . A caveat is necessary to the current proposals in that
they are just that - proposals . Many do not have complete legislation associated with them and some have n o
legislation associated with them at all . Thus, many of the difficult and controversial points that arise i n
discussions on major tax reform cannot be discussed . Also, proposals continue to change . For example, th e
Armey Flat Tax proposal of 1994 (H.R . 4585) is not identical to the Armey Flat Tax proposal of 199 5
(H .R . 2060) .
Commentary, intended to be objective, is also presented for each proposal . In addition, "tinkering" with ou r
current system is also discussed because many of the goals of major tax reform are also attainable within ou r
current system, and thus should be part of the debate . Where appropriate, information on our curren t
system or method of government operations is included to aid in better understanding a proposal . A char t

' VAT legislation was also introduced over 15 years ago as part of Congressman Ullman's Tax Restructuring Act of 198 0
(H .R . 7015), which in addition to income tax changes, proposed to create a 10% VAT ; Cong . Rec . 4/2/80, pg . 7481 . VAT s
have also been proposed by various Members of Congress and Treasury since 1980 .
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comparing major features of each proposal and how they address certain tax reform goals is also included .
Comparative sample tax calculations are provided for a family of four as well as for a small business . Finally ,
a framework for analyzing tax reform proposals is presented .
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Why is Major Federal Tax Reform Being Discussed ?
Numerous answers could be given to this question . Following is a sampling of answers ; you may want to ad d
your own reasons to this list .
• Our current tax system has imperfections :
- Double taxing savings ;
- Double taxing corporate income ;
- Encouraging corporate debt over corporate equity ;
- Hindering capital formation (for example, preference for debt over equity, limits on capital losses ,
limited incentives for capital investments) ;
- Inflationary gains are taxed ;
- Certain types of income are given preferential treatment, such as fringe benefits, tax-exempt bon d
interest, gains from personal residences, and capital gains ; such preferences can lead to distorte d
decision-making ;
- Lack of basic conformity with accounting principles, such as disregard for the matching principle ;
- Sometimes, income must be reported by the recipient before the payor is allowed to deduct the relate d
payment ;
- Includes a marriage penalty ; and ,
- Many dollars of tax go uncollected every year (tax gap) .
• Income is difficult to measure:
- Income has been an evolving concept since 1913 (examples : the current issue as to what types o f
damages are excluded from income, rules on unstated interest) ; and ,
- Depreciation is not accurate .
• Our current tax system is too complex :
Some of the most complex provisions apply to those least able to afford professional tax preparatio n
(for example, earned income tax credit, definition of a dependent) ;
The instruction book accompanying the 1994 Form 1040EZ was 36 pages long ;
Continual changes to the tax law add to complexity ;
Even "simplification" provisions are sometimes complex . For example, IRC §197 (allowing for 15-yea r
amortization of certain intangibles, including goodwill), added in 1993 as a simplification provision ,
has raised many difficult issues ;
Even as Congress discusses major federal tax reform, it is also contemplating (and has passed in th e
House), new tax rules that add to the complexity, such as a limited marriage penalty relief rule whic h
is projected to add about 20 pages of additional instructions to Form 1040 ; 2 and ,
The
Wall Street Journal reported in 1995 that 7 of every 10 individual income tax returns for 199 3
took the standard deduction (rather than itemizing) and that about 50% of all individual returns wer e
prepared by a paid preparer . '

2 Marriage penalty estimate mentioned by Assistant Treasury Secretary Les Samuels, AICPA presentation, 6/6/95 .
' " Tax Report, " Wall Street Journal, 6/21/95, pg. Al .
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• Our current tax system is costly for taxpayers to comply with :
- Per Congressman Dick Armey : "Americans spend 5 .4 billion man-hours each year calculating thei r
taxes - more man-hours than it takes to build every car, truck and van produced in the United States .
The tax code puts a drag on our economy worth an estimated $232 billion a year in compliance costs ,
an amount equal to $900 for every man, woman, and child in the country ." 4
• Our current tax system is prone to the addition of rules which encourage a particular activity or discourag e
a particular activity:
The cost of preferential rules to the tax system is rarely weighed against alternatives for reaching th e
same goal, either when they are added, or in future years (see later discussion on "tax expenditures") .
For example, does the cost to the government in allowing interest income on state and local bond s
to be tax exempt cost the federal government more than the benefit derived by the state and loca l
governments? Does anyone know? If the cost to the federal government is higher, a direct subsid y
from the federal government to state and local governments would be "cheaper" than having a ta x
preference for bond interest ;
Some view preferences as "loopholes" that favor taxpayers who can afford to hire lobbyists . Fo r
example, Professors Hall and Rabushka state : "The federal income tax encourages lawyers an d
lobbyists to seek tax favors from Congress instead of earning an honest living ." 5 Such views tend to
harm compliance rates and lead to lack-of-faith in the tax system ;
Preferences add complexity to the system ; and ,
Some rules seem to be driven by revenue goals rather than what makes sense, what is simple, or wha t
follows a particular philosophy for the income tax system . One example are the uniform
capitalization rules (IRC §263A) affecting the deductibility of inventory expansion .
Thinking Points: 1) Can any tax system be "perfect?" Can any system be simple when many of the type s
of transactions businesses have are complex, such as hedging of foreign currency? 2) Use of the tax law s
to effect social and economic policy adds to the complexity, but has become part of our tax system . I s
Congress and the public ready to give up such policies and incentives? (See later discussion and chart o n
tax expenditures for examples of social and economic policies administered through the tax law . )

Gong . Rec. 7/19/95, E1461 .
5

Hall and Rabushka, The Flat Tax, second edition, page

3.
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What Should Be The Goals Of Major Federal Tax Reform ?
Listed below are various goals that have been suggested as reasons to undertake major reform of our curren t
federal income tax system . Background information is also provided to classify why each of the goals has likel y
been offered as a reason for reform . The following goals are not listed in any particular order.
• To

simplify the current tax system .

A 1993 study by the Tax Foundation found that on average, a Fortune 500 company spends $2,110,00 0
annually to comply with income taxes . For small business, the compliance cost was 390% of the tax owed . '
At tax reform hearings before the House Ways & Means Committee in June, 1995, the senior tax counsel fo r
Mobil Corporation brought with him his 9 volume, 6,300 page, 76-pound tax return . He stated that Mobi l
spent $10 million, its employee took 57 man-years, and total income workpapers consisted of about 146,00 0
documents to produce the return for which Mobil owed $2 billion in taxes . '
•

To

improve compliance to reduce the tax gap .

The tax gap is the difference between an estimate of total federal income taxes that are owed and total incom e
taxes that are voluntarily paid . Currently, the federal tax gap exceeds $110 billion per year . '
•

To

improve the ability of companies to compete globally .

The U .S . tax system has differences from those of trading partners : the U.S . has a worldwide system wher e
all income is taxed no matter where it is earned (rather than a territorial system which only taxes incom e
earned within the borders) ; U .S . income taxes are not border adjustable (for example, GATT 9 favors indirec t
taxes, such as a value-added tax, which can be imposed on imported goods and refunded for exports) . Th e
United States and Australia are the only OECD') countries without a value-added tax . The chart on the nex t
page shows the differences in the types of taxes utilized in the U .S . versus Canada, Germany, Japan, the Unite d
Kingdom, and all OECD countries ." Note that other OECD countries do not rely exclusively on consumptio n
taxes .
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"The Income Tax Compliance Cost of Bug Business , " the Tax Foundation, Nov . 1993 ; "Accounting Costs, Another Tax , "
by Arthur Hall, Wall Street Journal, 12/9/93, pg . A18 .
" Hearings open on tax overhaul, " San Jose Mercury News, 6/7/95 .
' The IRS estimates that the amount of taxes not voluntarily paid is about 17% of total federal income taxes each year (83 %
compliance rate) . IRS enforcement efforts eventually raise the compliance rate to about 87% each tax year . GAO, Reducing
The Tax Gap - Results of a GAO-Sponsored Symposium, GAO/GGD-95-157, June 1995, pages 2-3 .
9 General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade .
10 Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development .
" Joint Committee on Taxation, Description and Analysis of Proposals to Replace the Federal Income Tax (JCS-18-95), Jun e
5, 1995 , pg. 127 ; hereinafter "JCS-18-95 . "
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Figure 8 . Percentage Distribution of Tax Receipts by Type of Tax, Selected Countries, 1992

Ed
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• To eliminate the IRS from every citizen's lives .
Background information on the Internal Revenue Service :
The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) is the branch within the Department of the Treasury that administers th e
tax laws . It oversees compliance with the laws through taxpayer assistance, audits, collection activities, an d
writing of regulations and rulings . The IRS is headed by a Commissioner appointed by the President .
In 1994, the IRS employed over 104,000 full-time equivalent employees . In fiscal year 1994, the IRS processe d
over 193,100,000 primary tax returns, 8,700,000 supplemental documents, and over 1 billion information
returns . In 1994, almost 123 million returns were filed and 1 .3 million returns were audited (1 .08% audi t
rate) . The 1994 operating budget for the IRS exceeded $7 .3 billion . The IRS collects over $1 trillion i n
revenue . In 1993, approximately 2 .9% of corporate returns reporting less than $10 million in assets wer e
audited by the IRS . Less than 1% of individual income tax returns were audited . 1 2
The Congress tends to rely on the Treasury Department and IRS frequently to provide tax rules . Legislatio n
enacted in recent years has often called for specific guidance to be provided by the Secretary of the Treasury .
For example, Internal Revenue Code (IRC) section 197 enacted as part of the Revenue Reconciliation Act o f
1993 includes three specific references to rules to be prescribed by regulations by the Treasury . In addition,
the legislative history to §197 includes further specific references to rules to be provided by the Treasury . Al l

12

JCS-18-95, supra pg . 78 .
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of this is in addition to the Treasury's general authority granted to it by Congress to provide "all needfu l
rules and regulations for the enforcement" of the internal revenue laws . "
Thinking Points : 1) How likely is it that any tax system will have a 100% compliance rate? 2) Ho w
likely is it that taxpayers won't have questions about the system? 3) How likely is it that Congress will
write complete legislation that needs no supplement from an administrative body? Thus, even if the IR S
is eliminated, as some reform proponents urge, won't some type of government agency be needed to
ensure compliance, to provide taxpayer assistance and to aid in interpreting the laws? 4) Is it responsibl e
to tout elimination of the IRS as a goal of tax reform when this may not be a realistic goal? Won't suc h
talk from government officials only increase taxpayer resentment of the IRS? 5) Why not address the
problems which cause taxpayers to be frustrated by the IRS? Might some taxpayer complaints b e
misdirected at the IRS in that some taxpayer frustration is really with the underlying tax laws enacted
by Congress ?
We currently have various tax systems which collect tax dollars without the need for the payor to act .
Examples : retail sales tax, social security taxes collected from employees, and excise taxes to the extent tha t
manufacturers pass the taxes along to their customers . However, for each of these taxes, an administrativ e
body must still collect the tax and enforce the underlying laws .
Thinking Points ; 1) Could these types of taxes be expanded to replace systems requiring complianc e
activity by the individual payers? Should they be expanded?

• To serve as part of a plan to shrink government .
As noted earlier, if the public wants a smaller government, a simpler tax system would likely be needed i n
order to shrink the size of the IRS and Treasury Department . Also, if smaller government means that les s
revenue is needed, then perhaps the current system should be reviewed to determine what spending will b e
reduced and whether it ties into specific tax rules that could be eliminated . Such a review should als o
consider where complications and inefficiencies of our current tax system can be eliminated .
• To serve as part of a plan to change government spending .
Government spending has changed greatly in the past 30 years such that today, entitlement spending an d
payment of interest on the federal debt dominate, relative to prior years .

" IRC

§7805(a) .
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Major Spendin g
Percentage of outlays for:

1994

1962

Discretionary spending

37 .3%

70 .1 %

Entitlements and other mandatory spending

54 .0%

30 .2 %

Deposit insurance

(0.5%)

(0 .4% )

Net interest

13 .9%

6 .5 %

Offsetting receipts

(4 .7%1

16 .4% )

100 .0%

100 .0%

Total

Data source: "The Economic And Budget Outlook : Fiscal Years 1996-2000, " CB O
Director Robert Reischauer, 1/95, Tables E-4 and E-6 .
Problems exist with Social Security and Medicare funding in that funds are not expected to be sufficient t o
meet the needs of the "baby boom" generation . In 1995, the Bipartisan Commission on Entitlement and Ta x
Reform reported that if no policy changes are made, spending on entitlements and interest on the debt wil l
consume almost all federal revenue by the year 2010 . By the year 2030, federal revenue will not be sufficien t
to pay for entitlement spending (see the Commission's chart on the next page) . Medicare Part A is currentl y
projected to be insolvent by the year 2001 . "

Final Report To The President from the Bipartisan Commission on Entitlement and Tax Reform, January 1995, page s
9 and 17 .
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Outlays as a Percentage of Gross Domestic Produc t

® Discretionary Spendin g
(e .g ., Defense ,
Education, Infrastructure )
® Net Interes t

1970

1980

1990

200 0

2010

202 0

203 0

Yea
wrtrsan Commission on Lntitlontenl and Reform ,
;I ((op.! to the President, January 1995, page 9 .

Thinking Points : 1) Instead of discussing how the collection of taxes should be changed, perhaps th e
first step in discussing major tax reform should be to ask : What services does the government need t o
provide and what do they cost? The next question could then be : Who should pay and how shoul d
the funds be collected? 2) Most of the current tax reform discussions omit Social Security and Medicar e
taxes although per the data shown above, these programs appear to be areas demanding attention .
Should (can) income taxes be reformed without considering Social Security funding which is a majo r
revenue source for the U .S . and a significant tax for many citizens ?
• To inform individuals about how much money they are giving to the government.
Congressman Armey's first flat tax bill, H .R . 4585, proposed to eliminate tax withholding and replace it wit h
monthly payments, so that citizens would see what they were spending on government . This proposal was
eliminated from Armey's revised proposal, H .R . 2060 . However, this goal also underlies the proposal t o
replace the income tax system with a national retail sales tax . ' s

is Per Senator Richard Lugar (R-IN), a national sales tax would enable citizens to "decide how much of their total income
to save and how much to subject to taxation through purchases . "
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• To raise more revenue .
The U .S . has had many years of annual budget deficits . The federal debt exceeds $4 trillion . Approximatel y
21% of federal revenue comes from borrowing and 14% of federal outlays are used to pay interest expens e
on the debt . If spending is not reduced, perhaps the tax system should be modified to cover all spending .
Some government reports in the past have examined the effects of supplementing our income tax system wit h
a surtax or a value-added tax . For example, a 1992 Congressional Budget Office report examined the effect s
of adopting a VAT to explore whether the U .S . should adopt a VAT as an additional source of revenue . '

• To improve the national saving rate .
Our current tax system is viewed as discouraging savings because it taxes earnings from savings .
The U .S . savings rate is lower than that of Germany and Japan . OECD statistics show that between 198 3
and 1992, Japan's national savings rate was over 5 times higher than the U .S . savings rate while Germany' s
rate was 3 times higher than the U .S . and the European Union rate was over twice as much .
• To improve the capital formation rate .
The current system favors debt over equity because corporations can deduct interest payments, but canno t
deduct dividend payments . Also, some view our current tax system as taxing capital gains at too high a rat e
and not adjusting for inflationary gains (that is, the cost of a capital asset is not adjusted upward to reflec t
the effects of inflation, thus, when that asset is sold at a gain, some (or perhaps all) of that gain represent s
inflation, rather than a true increase in value) . The Republican Contract with America includes proposal s
to lower capital gain tax rates and to adjust such gains for the effects of inflation . In addition, some view
IRC 51202, added in 1993, to allow a 50% exclusion for gains from small business stock held over five years ,
as too restrictive to be useful . Finally, some view our estate tax system as another hindrance to capital
formation .
Thinking Point : 1) Before Congress engages in major tax reform, it should clearly indicate what th e
objectives are and rank the goals in order of importance so that proposals can be properly evaluated . Each
proposal does not necessarily meet each of the goals noted above, Perhaps Congress should poll taxpayer s
to determine what their goals are for tax reform ?

Watch out for . . .
• The 'politics " of tax reform . It will be difficult to campaign with a tax plan that touts removal of th e
home mortgage deduction . However, does such a deduction make sense under the particular proposal, politic s
aside ?

• Sound Bites. Sound bites can't tell the whole story . Tax reform is a complicated topic involving man y
technical points and economic theories . The public needs to ask questions in order to understand fully wh y

'G Congressional Budget Office, Effects of Adopting a Value-Added Tax, February 1992, page ix; hereinafter "CBO VAT
Report 1992 . "
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tax reform is being touted and what it means for them . They may find it difficult to get the complete picture
because of "sound bites" which focus on the "good" points and often omit the "bad" points .

• Charts . Charts can be misleading . How is income defined for purposes of the chart? For example, a char t
showing that in 1994 the top quintile by income of families with children had an effective federal tax rate o f
28 .5% might lead one to think that a tax system proposing a flat 17% tax rate will benefit that group .
However, more information is needed, such as, what the tax base was for the chart .

• Surveys. Surveys can also be misleading . What was the income level of those polled? How much did thos e
polled know about our current tax system? About the proposal they responded about? How was the questio n
posed and what statements or questions preceded it ?
• Subjective terminology. What does it mean to say that a proposal is one for a "fair" tax system? This word ha s
different meanings to different people .

• Key missing information . Only one proposal, the USA tax plan, has complete legislation associated wit h
it . Some plans have incomplete legislation, such as the Armey and Spector proposals . And some, such as th e
Gephardt and Lugar proposals, are only outlines . Thus, a lot of key information is missing . For example, mos t
proposals are silent as to what happens to estate and gift taxes, basis of assets transferred by death or gift ,
corporate reorganization rules, basis rules for ownership interests in businesses, and transitional rules (such a s
what happens to existing business asset basis and loss and credit carry forward upon enactment of the new ta x
system) . Also, a key piece of information missing from each plan is its revenue estimate . For example, mos t
plans are offered as being revenue neutral ; that is, they will raise as much revenue as our current tax system .
However, without revenue estimates, the currently proposed rates and tax base may not present the true pictur e
(that is, rates might have to be changed, for example .
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Terminology
Income tax - tax based on revenue less cost of goods sold and allowable deductions . The formula is similar t o
financial accounting . For example, instead of expensing (allowing an immediate and full deduction for) the cos t
of equipment when acquired, it is expensed as used (through depreciation deductions) . The income tax, as w e
know it today, began with the enactment of the 16th Amendment in 1913 and passage of the first tax act i n
1913 . An amendment was needed to have an income tax because the U .S . Constitution did not allow for a
direct tax .
Common questions : What is income? Should a broad economic concept be used that would include such item s
as government provided benefits, imputed rental value of owner-occupied housing, and gifts received? Or
should a narrow definition of income be used? What expenses should be allowed to reduce income, such a s
medical expenses, work-related expenses, or contributions to charity? Should rates be progressive or flat? Ho w
should regressivity concerns be addressed? "

Consumption tax - a tax on spending rather than on income or, equivalently, a tax on labor income only .
Consumption can be determined in various ways such as by measuring : a) all income less savings ("cash-flo w
approach") ; or, b) wage and salary income only ("tax prepayment approach") ; or, c) direct consumptio n
expenditures .
Simple examples using a 20% tax rate : 1 e
Cash flow approach : Individual earns $25,000 and saves $1,000 in an account earning 5% leaving a tax of $4,80 0
[($25,000 - $1,000) x 20% tax rate] . The $1,000 savings deduction produces a tax benefit of $200 ($1,000 x 20 %
tax rate) . One year later, Individual withdraws the $1,000 + the $50 interest, and includes $1,050 in his ta x
base producing an additional tax of $210 ($1,050 x 20% tax rate) . The net proceeds of the transaction is $1,050 $210 = $840 .
Tax prepayment approach : Same facts as above . Individual pays a total of $5,000 in tax, including $200 ta x
on the $1,000 saved, and thus saves only $800 . One year later, he withdraws $840 ($800 + 5% interest) an d
pays no tax on any of this amount, thus netting $840 as in the earlier example .
Consumption Expenditure tax approach : Individual spends $24,000 on various items all of which are assumed
to be subject to tax, producing total taxes paid of $4,800 . At some future date the $1,000 saved and all interes t
earned thereon will be consumed and subject to tax .
Some types of consumption might be excluded from tax such as food or health care . Common examples of
consumption expenditure taxes : a sales tax ; a value-added tax .
An indication that a tax is a consumption tax is that it exempts savings, or the returns to saving and fo r
businesses ; that it allows investment in capital (such as land, building and equipment) to be deducted whe n
acquired, rather than depreciated over a period of years . Such expensing removes the expected future incom e

" For further discussion of varying definitions of "income" see Dept. of Treasury, Blueprints for Basic Tax Reform, January
1977 (hereinafter ' Blueprints 1977") .
From example at JCS-18-95, supra, pages 52 - 54 .
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from that investment from taxation (under an assumption that the cost of the asset reflects the net present valu e
of its expected future income) .
A commonly cited economic benefit of a consumption tax over an income tax is that a consumption tax doe s
not penalize a taxpayer who earns and saves in early years and then consumes in later years, relative to a
taxpayer who does not postpone consumption . A consumption tax would treat taxpayers with eithe r
consumption pattern similarly . The unequal treatment of these taxpayers under an income tax stems from th e
fact that the early saver will pay tax on earnings from savings . Stated another way, the early consumer wil l
have less income over his lifetime (less earnings from savings), which would affect lifetime income taxes, bu t
not lifetime consumption taxes .'''

Common questions : Who is the taxpayer/consumer? For example, who is the consumer of a college educatio n
or child care? Is education an investment or consumption? Should any types of consumption be exempt ?
Should rates be progressive or flat? How should regressivity concerns be addressed ?

Direct tax - generally, a tax imposed directly on the person who ultimately pays the tax . For example, ou r
current income tax system .

Indirect tax - generally, a tax collected by one who is not the ultimate payor of the tax . For example, excis e
taxes paid by a manufacturer .

Progressivity - taxpayers with higher incomes pay a higher percentage of their income in taxes, relative to th e
percentage for lower income taxpayers . Our current income tax system is progressive .

Regressivity - a higher percentage of a lower-income taxpayer's income goes towards paying the tax relative t o
a high-income taxpayer . Gasoline and tobacco excise taxes are thought to be regressive . For example, assum e
two individuals each buy the same quantity of gasoline in 1995 and pay $100 of excise taxes . Individual A has
income of $10,000 while individual B has $100,000 of income . For A, the gasoline tax represents 1% of hi s
income, while it represents only .1% of B's income .

Flat tax - generally, a single rate of tax (one marginal tax rate), although different rates may apply for individual s
and businesses . Typically, the tax base is also changed, with many deductions and credits eliminated .
Depending on what the base is, it could be a consumption tax or an income tax .

Value-added tax (VAT) - a tax on the value added at each stage of production and distribution of goods an d
services, for example by taxing a taxpayer's sales less purchases . A VAT is a type of consumption tax 20 and a n

This simplistic explanation is not intended to completely summarize all of the economic theory underlying income an d
consumption taxes . For a complete discussion comparing income taxes to consumption taxes, see Blueprints 1977, supra,
page 39 - 42, and JCS-18-95, supra, pages 51 to 56 (also discusses the impact of existing wealth), as well as various economi c
reports cited in these reports .
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20 A VAT could also be income-based rather than consumption-based, although the consumption-based VAT is mos t
common . Under an income-based VAT, purchased capital items, such as equipment, would be depreciated, rather tha n
expensed when acquired . General Accounting Office, Tax Policy: Value-Added Tax: Administrative Costs Vary With
Complexity and Number of Businesses, GAO/GGD-93-78, May 1993, pg . 21 7
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indirect tax . There are three main types of VATs : 1) credit-invoice method (commonly used in Europe) ; 2)
subtraction method (also known as a business transfer tax) ; and, 3) addition method .
Simple examples of these three types follow, assuming a 10% VAT rate : 2 1

Credit invoice method :
Stage o f
production :
Raw materials
1st processor
Distributor
Retailer
Total

Sales
$100 x 10%
$120 x 10%
$140 x 10%
$180 x 10%

VAT o n
purchases
($0)
($10)
($12)
($14 )

VAT
$10
$12
$14
$18'

Net VA T
$1 0
$2
$2
$1 8

* There would be no need to state the VAT on the invoice separately because th e
customer would not be entitled to a credit for it .
The credit-invoice method is viewed as better accommodating exemptions and multipl e
rates than a subtraction method VAT . Exemptions and multiple rates in a credit-invoic e
VAT are generally regarded as a great failing of such systems .

Subtraction method :
Stage of
production:
Raw materials
1st processor
Distributor
Retailer
Total

Sales
$100
$120
$140
$180

Less
purchases
$0
$100*
$120*
$140*

Calculation
$100 x 10%
$20 x 10%
$20 x,10%
$40 x 10 %

VA T
$1 0
$2
$2
$18

* Taxpayer's records will likely show purchases including the VAT. Thus, a n
alternative calculation would be to use the tax-inclusive rate of 9 .0909%, rathe r
than the tax-exclusive rate of 10% (rate applied to sales amount exclusive of the
VAT) :
Raw materials : ($110 - $0) x 9 .0909% =
$10
1st processor: ($132 - $110) x 9.0909% =
$ 2
Distributor: ($154 - $132) x 9.0909% =
$ 2
Retailer : ($198 - $154) x 9.0909 %
$1 8
Total

2i
Based on information from JCS-18-95, supra, pages 20 - 22 and CBO VAT Report 1992, supra .
a VAT (GAO/GGD-93-78, supra, pg. 2) .
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Over 75 countries hav e

Addition method :
The VAT rate is applied to the total of the taxpayers' inputs that were not purchase d
from other businesses, such as employee wages, interest and owner profit . This shoul d
result in the same number as with the subtraction method . For example, if the retaile r
collected sales of $18,000 less cost of materials purchased of $14,000 less wages of $1,500 ,
its financial statements would show net income of $2,500 . Under the subtraction
method, its tax base would be $18,000 - $14,000 = $4,000 . Under the addition method ,
its tax base would also be $4,000 (wages of $1,500 + owner profit of $2,500) .
VAT Versus Retail Sales Tax :If a retail sales tax were used instead, the tax would just b e
collected by the retailer (most prior purchases would be exempt under a resale exception) ,
and the tax collected would also be $18 ($180 retail sale x 10% tax rate) . A VAT is viewed
as more efficient than a sales tax because collecting it throughout the production an d
distribution process offers less of a chance for tax evasion .
Common VAT terminology : In addition to the definitions above, following are som e
additional terms commonly used in discussing value-added taxes . 2 2
Zero-rating : Removes the VAT from a sale by using, in effect, a zero rate . However ,
the business may still claim a credit for the VAT paid on purchases . That is, th e
business is not exempt . For example, exports are typically zero-rated (to provide a
border adjustment) .
Reduced rating : When certain goods and services, such as food, are subject to a lowe r
VAT rate .
Exemptions : Businesses that are exempt do not collect VAT on sales or claim a credi t
for VAT paid on purchases . A common exemption would be for small businesses i n
order to reduce compliance and administrative costs of the VAT .
Destination basis : Under a destination-based VAT, goods and services are taxed wher e
they are consumed . Thus, imports would be taxed and exports would not be taxed .
The destination principle is commonly used by countries employing a VAT and is
designed to prevent tax rates from influencing the decision of where to purchase good s
and services .
Origin basis : Under an origin-based VAT, goods and services are taxed where th e
value is produced .
Cascading: This occurs, for example, when a business pays sales tax on equipmen t
which is later factored into the prices charged to customers who also pay a sales tax .
Cascading does not occur under a VAT because the VAT is refunded on all purchase s
(unless a business is exempt) .

zz For further details and examples, see CBO VAT Report 1992, supra, and GAO/GGD-93-78,
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supra .

Reminders About Our Current Tax System
Before reviewing the tax reform proposals, it is helpful to review the basics of our current
tax system . This exercise will help to illustrate where the proposals represent significan t
changes from our current tax system .
Basics of our current individual tax system :
• In 1995, a family with two dependent children taking the standard deduction woul d
owe no income tax if taxable income were $16,550 or less . This family would stil l
owe social security and Medicare taxes on wage and salary income (such as wages), a t
a combined employee-employer rate of 15 .3% .
• The 1995 tax rates for married taxpayers filing jointly were :

Taxable Income
$0 to $39,000
$39,000 - $94,250
$94,250 - $143,600
$143,600 - $256,500
over $256,500

Tax Rat e
15 %

28%
31 %

36 %
39 .6%

High-income individuals must reduce the amount of their itemized deductions and persona l
exemptions which in effect, raises their tax rate . Thus, the highest tax rate actuall y
exceeds the stated rate of 39 .6% .
Net long term capital gains face a maximum tax rate of 28% .
Various credits are available to individuals such as the child care credit and the foreign ta x
credit (to prevent double taxation of income taxed both in the U .S . and in a foreign
country) . Low-income taxpayers may be entitled to a refundable earned income tax credit .
• 1995 Social Security tax rates and limits :
Social Security taxes are owed on the first $61,200 of wages ($62,700 for 1996) a t
a rate of 6 .2% by both the employee and the employer ;
Medicare taxes were owed on all earned income at a rate of 1 .45% by bot h
employee and employer .
Total Social Security/Medicare taxes owed by individuals with $61,200 of wage s
in 1995 = $4,681 .80 (7 .65% of wages) .
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• Statistics for 1993 show that the top 5% of individuals based on income (those wit h
adjusted gross income (AGI) over $87,154) paid 47 .3% of all tax paid by
individuals . "
• Projections by the Joint Committee on Taxation for 1995 show the following
number of individuals who itemize versus those who claim the standard deduction ;
the estimated breakdown of deductions claimed is also shown . '
Item/category
Standard deduction
Itemized deductions
_ Charitable Contribution
Mortgage Interest
Investment Interest
State Sr local income taxes
Real property taxes
Other state & local taxes
Medical expenses
Miscellaneous expenses

# of tax returns
(in thousands)
73,204
33,757

Total claimed
(in millions)
$395,20 1
$579,27 6

30,550
28,110
1,715
27,819
29,858
17,094
5,067
8,245

$68,36 7
$254,41 5
$12,95 9
$114,186
$65,47 9
$7,65 6
$27,63 6
$29,28 7

_

_

Basics of our current business tax system :
• The form of a business entity matters for tax purposes . For example, a regula r
corporation is taxed on its income and shareholders are also taxed on dividend income an d
on their capital gains - a system of double taxation . Corporations have their own tax rat e
schedule . Partnerships, limited liability companies, and S Corporations (a regula r
corporation with 35 or fewer non-corporate shareholders that elects S status) ar e
passthrough entities where income is only taxed to the owners . Thus, the tax rate depends
on the type of owner (individual, corporation, or trust) . A sole proprietor is also subject
to only a single layer of tax computed using the individual tax rates .
• 1995 tax rate schedule for corporations were :
Taxable Income
$0 to $50,000
$50,000 - $75,000
over $75,000
over $10,000,000

2)

Tax Rat e
15 %
25 %
34 %
35%

The Kiplinger Tax Letter, 4/21/95 .

24Joint Committee on Taxation, Discussion of Issues Relating to Flat Tax Rate Proposals (JCS-7-95), April 3, 1995, pages 38 42 .
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Two surtaxes exist such that the 15% and 25% brackets are completely eliminated whe n
income exceeds $335,000 and the 34% bracket is eliminated for income over $18,333,333 .
Personal service corporations are taxed at a flat rate of 35% .
For corporations, capital gains are taxed at the same rates as ordinary income .
• If a corporation has expenses greater than revenues for a given year, the excess is a ne t
operating loss (NOL) . An NOL may be carried back 3 years and forward for 15 years t o
use against taxable income in those years .
• The current tax system allows for various credits which are dollar for dollar reduction s
in tax liability . Common credits : the credit for increasing research activities (to encourag e
R&D activities in the U.S .) ; and the foreign tax credit (prevents double taxation of incom e
earned by a U .S . taxpayer in a foreign country which also subjects the income to tax) .
Generally, any credit not usable during the year in which it is generated, either due t o
limitation rules or a low tax liability, may be applied to previous year's tax liabilities o r
future tax liability .
• Most fringe benefits paid by employers to employees, such as health insurance, ar e
deductible by the business and usually are not taxable to the employee .
• Businesses must distinguish between employees earning wages who are subject t o
withholding taxes and independent contractors . This has been a problem area in the la w
for decades and may be further complicated under some of the current tax refor m
proposals, particularly proposals that allow a business to deduct payments made t o
independent contractors, but do not allow a deduction for wages paid to employees .
• Most businesses must use the accrual method of accounting for income and expense s
(others, typically small businesses without inventories, may use the cash method) . I n
addition, expenditures for real property, equipment, and other long-lived property mus t
be capitalized and expensed over its useful life through depreciation and amortizatio n
deductions . Inventory may only be expensed when it is sold ; various expenditures relate d
to inventory must be added to inventory costs, rather than being currently expensed .
Additional basics of our current tax system :
• In addition to federal taxes, businesses and individuals must deal with a variety o f
state and local taxes, as well as international taxes for foreign operations . State an d
local taxes include income and franchise taxes, sales and use tax, property taxes ,
various transfer taxes, and business license taxes . State income tax systems tend to b e
very similar to the federal income tax system, with some modifications .
• Federal and state excise taxes also exist for various transactions and items, such a s
on gasoline, tobacco and alcohol products .
• Estate and gift taxes exist and generally apply to individuals with estates and/o r
gifts exceeding $600,000 .
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Flat Tax Proposals
"Flat tax" connotes one rate . Besides the tax rate, the other part of any tax formula, an d
usually, the more important element, is the tax base - what the tax rate is applied to . Not e
that under the flat tax proposals below, the tax base is significantly changed from ou r
current income tax base . For example, investment income is not taxed at the individual
level, businesses can deduct capital investment (land, machinery, etc .) in the year acquired ,
and individual deductions are limited relative to our current income tax system . Thes e
features make the flat tax proposals act as a consumption tax, rather than as an income tax .

Historical Perspective :
• The first tax act passed in 1913 imposed tax at a rate of 1% on individuals an d
corporations, plus a surtax on individuals of up to 6% on taxable income ove r
$20,000 (the 6% rate applied to taxable income over $500,000) . The individual tax
was primarily collected at the source through withholding . Note that with all
corporations subject to a 1% tax rate regardless of income levels, and no exemptions ,
the corporate tax system in 1913 was a flat tax .
• Income taxes have generally always been progressive through some combinatio n
of exemptions and tiered tax rates .

• Hall-Rabushka Flat Ta x
Most flat tax proposals are based on the proposal of Robert E . Hall and Alvin Rabushk a
of the Hoover Institute at Stanford University in Palo Alto California . Their proposa l
and rationale is explained in the 2nd edition of their book, The Flat Tax . They propos e
a two-part tax system : one on businesses and one on individuals, both at a 19% rate .
All income would be taxed at the source . For example, businesses would pay tax o n
their income, but when that income is paid to the owners, a second tax is not owed .
The two-part system allows for some progressivity through a wage deduction fo r
businesses that then requires wage income to be reported by individuals, thus allowin g
for an exemption . However, fringe benefits are not deductible by businesses . T o
prevent distortions among employees, governments and non-profit organizations woul d
report fringe benefits (apparently including the employer's share of FICA) paid t o
employees as income .
Selected points made by Hall and Rabushka in The Flat Tax :
• Impact for General Motors and Intel - General Motors would see a large ta x
increase under a flat tax system due to its large amount of interest expense tha t
would no longer be deductible . On the other hand, Intel without debt would se e
its tax liability decrease substantially .
• Rationale for not taxing capital gains - "capital gains are taxed under the flat tax . "
Proceeds from the sale of business property are included in business taxable income .
Gains from sales of stocks are created from "capitalization of after-tax income . "
Such gains derive from growth in business earnings which are fully taxed. "Another
tax on the appreciation of shares would amount to a second tax on a single strea m
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•
•
•
•

of income ." Gains from the sale of owner-occupied housing "arise fro m
capitalization of rental values, which are heavily taxed by state and loca l
governments ." Such gains also represent the effects of inflation .
Apparently, Net Operating Losses could be acquired by another business .
The flat tax would encourage foreign investment and raise the value of the U .S.
dollar in foreign exchange markets .
They project that the flat tax would promote growth in the economy which by th e
year 2002 would increase each citizens income by about $1,900, in 1995 dollars .
They suggest a possible transition rule for existing home mortgages to allow 90 %
of related interest expense to continue to be deductible (and related interest incom e
would be taxable to the lender) .

• Armey-Shelby Flat Tax (H .R. 2060 and S. 1050 - The Freedom an d
Fairness Restoration Act (104th Cong . 1995), revision to H .R. 458 5
(103rd Cong. 1994)) :
In June 1994, Congressman Dick Armey introduced legislation providing fo r
replacement of the current federal income tax system with a 20% flat tax (17% ove r
the first two years financed by spending cuts) . In July 1995, H .R . 2060 was
introduced which is a modified version of the earlier legislation . S . 1050 was
introduced by Senator Richard Shelby (R-AL) at the same time and is identical t o
H .R . 2060 .
Individual tax system :
- Taxable income includes wages, salary, and pension income earned for service s
performed in the U .S ., unemployment compensation, and taxable income of eac h
dependent child under age 14 (such children would have no filing obligation) .
- Investment income and social security benefits are not taxable .
- Income is reduced by a standard deduction based on filing status and an additional
standard deduction of $5,000 for each dependent ; both deductions would be indexe d
for inflation .
- 20% rate (17% after the two years) .
- Estate and gift taxes would be repealed (because income is to be taxed only once) .
- The "Armey-Shelby Flat Tax Form" for individuals is shown on the next page for 199 8
(it shows estimates of indexed standard deductions for 1998) . 25

25

Materials distributed by Rep . Armey's office, "Review Merits of Flat Tax," by Armey, Wall Street Journal, 6/16/94, p

A16 .
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Armey-Shelby Flat Tax Form for Individual s

Form 1

ARMEY-SHELBY FLAT TAX FORM

Your first name and 'natal

Last name

Spouses social security numbe r

Present name saaress

City, Town or Post Office Box . State and ZIP code

199 8

Your soaal security numbe r

Your ocoupano n
Spouse's ocatpabon

1 . Wages . Salary, and Pensions
2 . Personal Allowance
a . $22 .700 for married filing jointly
b . $11,350 for single
c . $14,850 for single head of household
3 . Number of dependents, not including spouse
4 . Personal allowances for dependents(line 3 multiplied by $5300) .
5 . Total personal allowances (line 2 plus line 4)

1
2(a )
2(b )
2(c )
3
. .. .. . .
4
5

6 . Taxable wages (line 1 less line 5, if positive, otherwise zero)

6

7 . Tax (17% of line 6)

7
8

8 . Tax already paid
9 . Tax due (line 7 less line 8, if positive)
10 . Refund due (line 8 less line 7, if positive)

9
10

_

Business tax system :
- All types of businesses taxed the same .
- Taxable income = gross active income less deductions for cash wages for service s
performed in the U .S ., retirement plan contributions, amounts paid for property sol d
or used in the business, amounts paid for non-employee services, and excise, sales ,
customs taxes imposed on deductible purchases .
- Investment income is not taxable .
- No deduction allowed for fringe benefits, interest, state and local taxes or payment s
made to owners .
- Sales proceeds of previously expensed assets would be included in gross active income .
- 20% tax (17% after the first two years) .
- The "Armey-Shelby Flat Tax Form" for businesses is shown on the next page! '

26 Materials distributed by Rep . Armey's office .
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Armey-Shelby Flat Tax Form for Businesse s

Form 2

ARMEY-SHELBY FLAT TAX FORM

Business Name

Employer Id Numbe r

Street address

County

City, State and ZIP code

Principal Product

1998

1
2

Gross revenue from sales
Allowable cost s
........ .
(a) Purchases of goods, services, and material s
(b) Wages, salaries, and pension s
—
(c) Purchases of capital equipment, structures, and lan d
3 Total allowable costs (sum of lines 2(a), 2(b), 2(c) )
4 Taxable income (line 1 less line 3)
5 Tax (17% of line 4)
6 Carry-forward from 1997
7 Interest on carry-forward (6% of line 6)
8 Carry-forward into 1998 (line 6 plus line 7)
9 Tax due (line 5 less line 8, if positive)
10. Carry-forward to 1999 (line 8 less line 5, if positive)

-_

_

- The alternative minimum tax (AMT) would be repealed .
- All tax credit provisions would be repealed.
- Changes and simplifications would be made to qualified retirement plan rules .
- In addition to the tax change, other proposed changes include placing spending cap s
on entitlement spending other than social security, and placing caps on overall federa l
spending programs to balance the budget by the year 2002 . The bill also proposes t o
sunset all discretionary and unearned entitlement programs (to farce Congress to revie w
each program to decide which should continue) . The legislation would require a 60 %
supermajority of Congress to raise rates, create multiple tax rates, reduce the famil y
allowance or "add a loophole . "
Congressman Armey suggests that people wanting additional details on his flat tax rea d
Hall & Rabushka's flat tax book .
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As seen by Congressman Armey and Senator Shelby, their flat tax proposal would :"
- simplify the tax law;
- restore fairness by "treating everyone the same" (same tax rate applies to every
taxpayer) ;
- eliminate abuse by lobbyists ;
- eliminate current double taxation of savings ;
- promote investment and job creation ;
- eliminate the marriage penalty ; and ,
- reduce compliance costs .
They do not believe that elimination of deductions for charitable contributions an d
home mortgage interest will hurt charities or the housing industry . They note tha t
donations to charities doubled during the 1980s even though drops in tax rates mad e
such deductions less valuable in terms of tax benefits . They also note that about 50 %
of charitable contributions are not deducted . With respect to the mortgage interes t
deduction, they point to a poll which indicated that homeowners are willing to give u p
their interest deduction in exchange for lower taxes and simplification . Also, in the poll ,
68% indicated that low interest rates was the most important factor in making a hom e
an affordable purchase ; 7% indicated that it was the mortgage interest deduction . "
Commentary/Questions :
Apparent goal(s):
- Simplification (reduced recordkeeping for most individuals, should eliminate the nee d
to issue most Forms 1099 because investment income would not be taxable) .
- Encourage savings .
- Integration of the corporate and individual tax systems -- business income is only taxe d
once .
- "Fairness" .
Name accuracy:
- Is a type of subtraction VAT except for the business deduction for wages which ar e
taxed to employees (less an exemption) .
Missing information - examples:
- Transitional rules .
- Definition of business income (versus hobby or investment income) .
- Accounting method and period rules .
- How an owner's basis in partnership and corporate entities is to be tracked .
Problem areas - examples :
- Rules will still be needed to distinguish between investment and business property ,
between businesses and hobbies, etc . For example, assume that an individual (no t

" As noted by Rep . Armey's materials on his proposals and his June 8, 1995, testimony before the House Ways & Mean s
committee.
" Per press release from Senator Shelby's office on the flat tax, Most Commonly Asked Questions About The Flat Tax, "
July 19, 1995,
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an art dealer) buys a painting in 1998 for $500 and sells it three years later fo r
$5,000 . Is the $4,500 gain considered non-taxable investment income, or taxabl e
business income ?
Why is "taxable income" of children under age 14 taxed on their parent's return ?
Taxable income is earned income less standard deductions . Won't such a rule stil l
allow self-employed individuals to pay salaries to their children (of any age) an d
maximize the family's use of standard deductions? Or, perhaps this is a draftin g
error and the rules should say that "earned income" of a child under age 14, rathe r
than taxable income of a child under age 14 . Also, why is the cut-off at age 13 ?
Rules on tax accounting methods, entity formation, liquidations, reorganizations ,
property exchanges, transfer pricing, pension plans, and compliance rules woul d
likely still exist .
If interest income is excluded and interest expense is not deductible, rules o n
imputed interest would still be needed to be sure, for example, that the cost of fixe d
assets does not include an interest expense element .
While estate and gift taxes would be eliminated, there is no mention of basis rule s
when property is transferred by gift or death . Under current law, the recipient o f
a gift generally takes the same basis in the gift as the donor . A beneficiary receiving
property from inheritance generally takes a basis equal to the fair market value o f
the property at the decedent's date of death . It would appear that under the flat
tax, a beneficiary would have to use the decedent's basis in the property as his basi s
in order to prevent potentially tremendous windfalls under the tax system . Fo r
example, under the flat tax, a sole proprietor would have $0 basis in land acquire d
for use in her business (because entire cost would be expensed in year acquired) . I f
she were to sell the land, the entire sales proceeds would be included in taxabl e
income . If she were to die owning the land, under current law, the beneficiary
would take the land with a basis equal to fair market value (also, under current law,
the decedent's basis would be cost because no deductions are allowed for land) .
However, under the flat tax, it makes more sense to write the rule such that the
beneficiary takes the land with a $0 basis . This is an important area for estate
planning purposes and needs to be addressed so that taxpayers can intelligentl y
evaluate this proposal .
Some commentators, such as the Treasury Department, state that the rate is too lo w
to maintain revenue neutrality and suggest that the rate should be about 23% .
Congressman Armey suggests that such estimates made poor assumptions about hi s
plan .

Potential abuses that could arise - examples :
- A self-employed person or a landlord could pay themselves a salary to maximize us e
of their personal exemption (this point is made in the Hall-Rabushka flat tax book) .
What about reasonable compensation (although with identical individual an d
business rates, this is only a problem if "reasonable compensation" would be les s
than the exemption amount and the individual pays themselves more)? What abou t
parents paying salaries to their children age 14 and over to reduce their busines s
income and maximize use of personal exemptions ?
Regressivity concerns :
- Taxing earned income and allowing employers to deduct wages paid enables th e
system to have a mechanism to remove the tax burden from low-income individual s
(a generous personal exemption) ; such a mechanism becomes much mor e
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burdensome with a value-added tax or a national sales tax . However, for many lowincome taxpayers, the exemption alone is not the equivalent of today's benefit fro m
the earned income tax credit, which is a refundable credit designed to offset th e
impact of non-income taxes on the poor (such as FICA and excise taxes) . In
addition, removal of the business deduction for fringe benefits may result in
elimination of such employer-provided benefits which would have the greates t
impact on lower-income workers .
Large personal exemption (relative to current law) adds some progressivity to th e
system .
Miscellaneous matters:
- Distributional impact of the proposal : wage earners would pay more than those

who earn income from savings . However, Armey points out that investmen t
income is still taxed by taxing businesses on their income, rather than the interes t
and dividends paid out . Does this same theory apply to gains realized from sale o f
stock or collectibles ?
- Not allowing a deduction for fringe benefits in effect taxes them ; Hall-Rabushka not e
that not allowing a deduction should encourage businesses to convert fringes t o
deductible wages and enable workers to buy their own benefits . This would als o
shift the payment of the tax on fringes from the business to the worker, and mak e
the payment subject to FICA and health insurance (HI) taxes . Also, assumin g
higher level employees (for example upper management) have more control over
salary negotiations, they may be likely to get more benefits converted to wages tha n
lower level employees . Also, what is the potential impact on the health care refor m
debate? If employees eliminate health insurance deductions, will all employees ge t
their own coverage or will government have to provide a mechanism to encourag e
purchase of individual health coverage ?
- What is the impact of removal of child care credit? (Hall-Rabushka note that the fla t
tax will generate sufficient revenues to provide for generous welfare programs fo r
child care) .
- While sponsors point to a poll indicating that individuals are not bothered b y
elimination of the home mortgage deduction, shouldn't the possible effect on hom e
prices and the building industry also be part of that analysis ?
- May not be border adjustable under the international GATT rules because it is no t
an indirect tax . Congressman Armey is aware of this, but believes it poses n o
problem because a border adjustable tax is not an effective tool in reducing the trad e
deficit . Instead, he says that improving the U .S . savings rate will reduce the nee d
for foreign cash and the trade deficit will drop because we will invest more in th e
U .S .
- Is postcard size tax return sufficient? Where do lines go for the presidential electio n
campaign contribution, dependent social security numbers, penalty of perjur y
statement, and taxpayer and preparer signatures ?
- A single rate for both individuals and businesses will remove any incentive to try t o
shift income between entities to try to get a lower tax rate or to convert dividends
into other types of payments, such as deductible wages . However, some shifting
will still be desirable in order to maximize a family's use of personal exemptions .
Example : Sam is the 100% shareholder of ABC Corporation (a regular C corporation) . Under curren t
law, Sam might be inclined to prevent ABC from ever declaring a dividend and instead, paying a highe r
salary to Sam in order to maximize ABC's tax deductions . Under the Armey flat tax, Sam might b e
inclined to have ABC declare a high dividend and pay Sam a lower wage payment because the dividen d
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would not be taxable to Sam . However, the dividend is also not deductible to ABC and the tax not pai d
by Sam on wages (because they were converted into a non-taxable dividend) would instead be paid b y
ABC . Because both Sam and ABC are subject to a 17% tax rate, the total tax paid between these tw o
taxpayers would be the same . However, the situation would change if Sam also wants to pay salary to
family members to maximize the personal exemption .

• Senator Spector's (R-PA) Flat Tax (S. 488 (3/3/95) )
- Flat tax of 20% on earned income of individuals, less a standard deduction that is increased from that unde r
current law ; deduction for cash charitable contributions limited to $2,500 ; mortgage interest deduction, bu t
current mortgage limits reduced to $100,000 of debt (from $1,000,000) and no deduction would be allowe d
for interest on home equity indebtedness .
- Business activities - a 20°h flat tax rate ; tax base = gross active income (excluding investment income) deductions (cost of business inputs, employee compensation, cost of tangible personal and real property) ; if
deductions exceed gross active income, excess is carried forward to next tax year with an interest rat e
adjustment .
Benefits as seen by Senator Spector : 2 9
- will help reduce the size of the government ;
- encourages savings ;
- will make larger pools of capital available in the private sector and increase jobs and create economi c
growth ;
- will "help to reduce our dependence on foreign investors to finance both our federal budget deficits and ou r
private sector economic activity" ;
- loopholes would be removed ;
- will continue to promote home buying and charitable contributions ;
- simplifies the tax system ;
- reduces the "IRS regulatory morass" and contracts the IRS ; and ,
- makes the tax system more fair .

Commentary/Questions :
- Most of the same comments as noted above for the Armey flat tax .
- What is the impact on the economy and investment strategies of allowing for a mortgage interest deduction ,
but not taxing interest income ?
- Will keeping a reduced deduction for mortgage interest eliminate the economic concerns of the impact o n
real estate markets by completely eliminating the deduction? How can this be determined ?
- Keeps the current definition of a qualified residence which includes the taxpayer's principal residence as wel l
as a second home ; why not eliminate the deduction for interest on a second home ?
- Will keeping limited deductions for charitable contributions and home mortgage interest open the door t o
more types of deductions in the future ?
- Individuals are allowed to take both the standard deduction and deductions for charitable contributions an d
mortgage interest (although limited relative to current law) .
- Treatment of the purchase of intangible assets by businesses appears to be omitted .

29 Cong . Rec . 3/2/95, S3417 - S3422 .
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• Congressman Souder's (R-IN) Flat Tax (H.R. 1780) :
- Identical to Senator Spector's proposal except that the current charitable contribution rules remain .
Commentary/Questions :
- Most of the same comments as noted above for the Armey and Spector flat taxes .
- Current charitable contribution rules are more generous than limiting such deductions to $2,500 (except t o
extent prior non-itemizers could take a charitable contribution deduction in addition to the standar d
deduction under the Spector proposal) . Won't tax rate have to be higher than under Spector proposal i n
order that the Souder proposal raise as much revenue ?

• Senator Helm's (R-NC) Flat Tax Act of 1995 (S . 1038) :
- Introduced in July 1995 (replacing S . 188 introduced in 103rd Congress) .
- 15% tax on earned income of individuals less a standard exemption based on filing status + $5,000 pe r
dependent ; indexed for inflation ; earned income would not include amounts received as a pension or annuity .
- Transitional rule for home mortgage interest deductions provided .
- All businesses subject to a 15% tax on business taxable income defined as gross active income (exclude s
investment income) less deductions for business inputs, compensation (including qualified retirement pla n
contributions but not fringe benefits), and tangible personal and real property used in the business . Busines s
inputs are the actual amount paid for goods, services, and materials whether or not resold in that year, th e
full market value of business inputs bought in the U .S ., and the actual cost of reasonable travel an d
entertainment .
- Businesses may carryover into future tax years excess deductions increased by an interest factor .
- Tax credits and special exclusions and deductions would be repealed .
- Estate and gift taxes would be repealed .
- Federal spending reductions are provided for .
- The IRS is to be abolished and its functions transferred to the Treasury Department .
Benefits as seen by Senator Helms :
- simplification ;
- requires 15% "across-the-board reduction in federal spending" ;
- will "spur massive economic growth" ;
- allows for postcard size tax return, eliminating the current 480 plus tax forms ;
- provides a tax cut (Helms refers to a Heritage Foundation report indicating that in 1948 a family of fou r
paid 2% of its income to the federal government, but in 1992, the percentage was 24 .5) ;
- "with a flat tax, those countless thousands of IRS agents would no longer be justified in harassing th e
taxpayers" ; and ,
- promotes economic growth by "increasing incentives for work and investment and production" and wil l
"stimulate growth and creates jobs" .
Commentary/Questions :
- Similar to that for Armey and Spector proposals .
- How are businesses to treat the cost of intangible inputs ?
- If IRS is abolished and its functions moved to Treasury, what savings are expected? What programs ar e
expected to be cut, other than the Commissioner's job ?

• Congressman Crane's (R-IL) Tithe Tax (H .R. 214) :
- Similar bill introduced by Senator Helms in 103rd Congress (S . 188) .
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- Repeals corporate income tax including AMT and accumulated earnings tax .
- Imposes a flat 10% tax on earned income of individuals .
- $10,000 exemption amount provided, to be adjusted for inflation .
- Appears that earned income includes cost to employer of certain fringe benefits .
- Provides an amnesty for all prior tax liabilities (not part of Helms bill) .
- All exclusions and credits would be repealed .
- Estate and gift taxes would be repealed .
Commentary/Questions :
Provides simplification for businesses which have often been viewed as the party best able to afford ta x
compliance .
- Wage reporting, fringe benefit, and qualified plan rules would likely continue .
Achieves integration of the corporate and individual tax systems .
Does not address employment or excise taxes .
Removal of earned income tax credit will result in a tax increase (relative to the current tax system) fo r
certain low-income wage earners .
Would appear to generate much less revenue than the Armey flat tax . How will revenue neutrality b e
achieved ?

• Proposal for National Vote on a Flat Tax
In July 1995, Congressman Hoekstra (R-MI) introduced H .R . 2116, the National Voter Opportunity To Inform
Congress Effectively ("VOICE") on a Flat Tax and a Cap on a Flat Tax and Cap on Tax Increases Act of 1995 .
Noting that "there is an increasing public sentiment and demand for less taxation and a simplified tax code "
this bill proposes that citizens vote on whether Congress should adopt a flat income tax system . In addition ,
citizens should vote on whether the Constitution should be amended to require a majority vote of the publi c
to raise taxes . The bill recommends that a national nonbinding referendum be part of the 1996 general election .
The bill does not define a "simple flat tax rate on income" and does not specify a tax rate .
Commentary/Questions :
- Why would the proposed 1996 vote be non-binding?
- Without a better defined flat tax plan, what meaning would there be in the vote count? That is, voter s
would vote on what it means to them and that would be different things to different people . For example ,
many individuals are not aware of what the tax base would be under the Armey flat tax and that al l
deductions and credits would be eliminated (other than a family allowance) .
- If the plan to be voted on was better defined such that each voter could see what the impact would be o n
them, this might be an interesting method for getting better information to Congress . However, how
easily could taxpayers understand the effect on their taxes? Most taxpayers would only consider the effec t
on their current year taxes, without considering how their lifetime taxes and finances might be affected .

Value-Added Taxes and "Pseudo" VAT s
• Nunn-Domenici Plan - S. 722 (4/25/95) - the USA Tax Act of 1995 :
A consumption-based tax that would exclude savings and investments from tax .
USA (Unlimited Savings Allowance) - individuals get a deduction for savings .
The USA tax appears far more complicated than the flat tax proposals . This is due, in large part, to th e
fact that the USA tax is fully elaborated and expressed in legislative form, while the flat tax proposals remai n
in a general outline form . Even so, however, the USA tax is more complex than a flat tax .
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Individual tax system :
- Formula :
Gross income (all income from whatever source derived including compensation for services, fring e
benefits, distributions from business entities, interest, rents, royalties, alimony, child support ,
pensions, includible social security benefits, income from discharge of debt, and gains from sale o f
assets (other than savings assets) ; exclusions exist including, tax-exempt bond interest, some socia l
security benefits, amounts received under accident or health benefit plans, gifts, inheritances) .
plus Deferred income (income attributable to withdrawals of previously saved/deferred gross income ;
referred to as net includible withdrawal income) .
less Alimony and child support deductions .
lessUnlimited Savings Allowance (see explanation below) .
yields Adjusted gross income .
less Personal and dependency deduction of $2,550 each .
less Family living allowance (for example, $7,400 for married filing joint) .
less Homeowner deduction (on up to $1,000,000 of acquisition indebtedness, no home equity interes t
deduction allowed) .
less Education deduction (up to $2,000/person for taxpayer, spouse and two dependents ; limited to $8,000
deduction per tax year, generally for higher education tuition and fees) .
less Philanthropic transfer deduction (rules similar to current law) .
less Transition basis deduction (optional deduction for taxpayers with aggregate basis in qualified saving s
assets at 1/1/963 ° of $50,000 or less ; purpose is to prevent later taxation of pre-USA tax syste m
savings when they are later withdrawn and not reinvested ; individuals with over $50,000 of qualifie d
savings assets at 1/1/96 will have to follow special rules on tracking basis to avoid later taxation o n
this pre-USA tax system savings) .
Yields taxable income .
- A graduated tax structure for individuals with the lowest rate at 8% and the highest at 40% (when fully-phase d
in after four years) ; the 40% rate begins at $24,000 of taxable income for married taxpayers filing jointly an d
at $14,400 for single taxpayers .
- Individuals get a refundable tax credit for the FICA/HI withheld from their wages, limited to the FICA wag e
base (thus, if an individual's wages exceed the FICA wage base (for example, $61,200 for 1995), Medicare taxe s
paid beyond that wage base are not creditable) . For self-employed individuals, refundable payroll tax credi t
equals one-half of the basic SECA tax payable for the tax year .
- The refundable earned income tax credit would continue with modifications .
- Individuals also entitled to foreign tax credit (similar to current law) with respect to foreign taxes paid o n
amounts included in individual's gross income .
- Kiddie tax remains .
Unlimited Savings Allowance for Individuals :
- Similar in concept to Individual Retirement Accounts under current law .
- "Reflects the amount of current-year gross income that is deferred because it has been placed in the nationa l
pool of savings . The Unlimited Savings Allowance is intended to reflect the amount of net new savings othe r
than new savings attributable to borrowing or to tax-exempt interest ." (proposed §50(a)) .
- The allowance is equal to a taxpayer's net saving or dissaving for the year .
- Definitions and calculations :

3 ° Because the 1/1/96 effective date for the USA tax is extremely unlikely, the effective date is also referred to as th e
transition date in the above discussion, although the bill language says 1/1/96 .
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USA =
Net savings in the tax year (excess, if any, of additions to savings in the tax year over taxable
withdrawals from savings in the tax year)
less Net non-exempt borrowing in the tax year (home mortgage debt and car loans are examples of exemp t
indebtedness)
less Interest received on tax-exempt bonds
less Basis of savings withdrawn in the tax year
Addition to savings - acquisition of savings assets + net additions to savings, money market, checking, credi t
union, brokerage and other similar accounts during the tax year + payments of premiums on lif e
insurance policies + contributions to retirement accounts .
Savings assets - stocks, bonds, securities, CDs, investment in partnerships and proprietorships, shares of
mutual funds, life insurance policies, annuities, and other similar savings or investment assets . Doe s
NOT include investment in land, cash on hand, collectibles (such as art or coins), investment in any
business entity if its purpose is to hold collectibles for appreciation .
Taxable withdrawals - portion of a withdrawal in excess of the basis of the savings withdrawn ; special rule s
apply to losses (§78) .
Withdrawal - sale, exchange or other disposition of a savings asset + net amount withdrawn from eac h
savings, money market, etc . account during the tax year + amounts paid to the taxpayer under lif e
insurance or annuity policies + amounts withdrawn from retirement accounts and amounts pai d
pursuant to defined contribution plans .
Basis of savings withdrawn - per proposed §54(c) : The basis of savings withdrawn shall take into accoun t
any basis that the taxpayer may have in an asset or account by reason of its acquisition prior to Januar y
1, 1996, or its acquisition by gift or inheritance . Under regulations prescribed by the Secretary, rule s
similar to the rules under section 72 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 shall apply for purposes o f
determining the basis of assets withdrawn in the case of payments under annuities, retirement plans, lif e
insurance contracts, and any other arrangements for which the taxpayer acquired rights in part b y
payment of amounts that were included in income and not deducted when paid . "
Net includible withdrawal income (deferred income includible in taxable income (see earlier formula fo r
taxable income)) - the excess, if any, of the net withdrawal in the tax year over the balance in th e
taxpayer's general basis account .
Net withdrawal - the excess, if any, of taxable withdrawals from savings in the tax year over additions to
savings in the tax year . (Opposite of net savings .)
General basis account - allows a taxpayer to track pre-USA savings and amounts for which no saving s
deduction was allowed because the savings were treated as made with either borrowed funds, tax-exemp t
income, or from withdrawals of previously taxed savings . Generally, this account starts with a $ 0
balance which is then increased by the lesser of the taxpayer's net savings or nontaxable sources of fund s
(when a taxpayer has net savings during the tax year) . If instead, the taxpayer has net withdrawals fo r
the tax year, the account is decreased as of the end of the tax year, but not below $0, by the amount o f
the net withdrawals . If a savings asset is sold at a loss, the loss increases the account . Special rules ar e
provided for sale of a principal residence and a special election exists for bank account balances .
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Special rules and definitions exist for bank accounts (checking, savings, money market) and brokerag e
accounts (proposed §56(a)) :
Withdrawal = excess, if any, of taxpayer withdrawals from the account over taxpayer deposits to th e
account for the tax year .
Additions to savings = excess, if any, of taxpayer deposits to the account over taxpayer withdrawal s
from the account for the tax year .
Earnings on the account that are credited to the account are not included in gross income or addition s
to savings, unless they are withdrawn .
Basis in the account - initial basis = basis at 1/1/96 (unless amortized under the transition basi s
deduction rule during the transition years, then basis = $0) . Basis in the account is increased by th e
amount of tax-exempt bond interest credited to the account and the basis in any savings asset s
transferred to a brokerage account . Account basis is reduced by the amount by which the withdrawa l
for the year (see above) exceeds the taxable withdrawal for the year .
Taxable withdrawals = "the basis in an account shall be allocated to the last withdrawals from a ban k
account or brokerage account . Accordingly, if a taxpayer has a withdrawal . . . from a bank account
or a brokerage account in a taxable year, the amount of such withdrawal that constitutes a taxabl e
withdrawal equals the excess of (A) the amount of the withdrawal, over (B) the amount by which th e
basis of the account exceeds the value of the account as of the end of [the] taxable year . "
Value of a bank account = cash held in the account as of the last day of the tax year .
Value of brokerage account = cash + cost of other savings assets held in the account .
Special rules exist for basis in business entities, such as partnerships .
USA Example : In this simple example dealing with a bank savings account, assume that this is the onl y
investment Mr . T had at the effective date (assume 1/1/96) . Income earned on the account is ignored fo r
simplicity.
1/1/96 balance in bank account - $120,000 (saved prior to effective date of USA system )
12/31/96 balance - $140,00 0
Result : Mr . T has a $20,000 USA deduction for 1996 .
12/31/97 balance - $105,00 0
Query : Does the entire $35,000 withdrawal represent pre-USA savings thus making the entire withdrawa l
not taxable? Or, does the withdrawal represent withdrawal of the 1996 savings that were previously
deducted and are now taxable when withdrawn + the withdrawal of $15,000 of pre-USA savings whic h
would not be included in deferred income ?
While the language of the USA and deferred income provisions are somewhat confusing, the definition o f
"taxable withdrawal" under the special rules for bank accounts, appears to indicate that in 1997, deferre d
income = $20,000, representing the previously deducted savings that were later withdrawn ($35,00 0
withdrawal over the $15,000 excess of the $120,000 account basis over the $105,000 account value at yea r
end) . The balance of the 1997 withdrawal ($15,000) would not be included in deferred income because i t
represents pre-USA savings . Mr . T's basis in his bank account at the end of 1997 would be $105,00 0
($120,000 initial basis - $15,000 excess of withdrawal ($35,000) over the taxable withdrawal ($20,000)) .
Business tax system :
- A flat tax rate for businesses (regardless of form of operations) of 11% on its annual "gross profit" .
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- Gross profit tax base = amount received from sales of goods and services less amount paid to other businesse s
for goods and services . Interest income and other financial receipts are excluded from the tax base, but s o
are interest expense deductions . Wages paid to employees are not deductible . Plant and equipment woul d
not be depreciated, but would be deducted in full in year acquired ; as would inventory items .
- Generally, the accrual method of accounting is to be used, but long-lived assets and inventory would b e
currently expensed. Businesses currently using the cash method could likely continue ; the IRS is to provid e
regulations on methods to be used by new businesses . Long-term contract accounting rules are provided .
15 year carryforward provided for business losses .
- New businesses are to use a calendar year or a 52-53 week year ending in December unless they can show a
business purpose for a different tax year .
- Consolidated return rules exist .
- Special rules are provided for insurance and financial products, financial institutions and tax-exemp t
organizations .
- Excludes exports from the business tax, but taxes imports (example - a foreign business manufacturing outsid e
the U .S ., but selling its products in the U .S . will pay the import tax) .
- A territorial tax, rather than our current worldwide system meaning foreign source income of U .S . twin ,
is excluded from the tax base .
Businesses get a tax credit for their share of FICA/HI taxes .
No loss or credit carryovers from the IRC of 1986 would be allowed ; special amortization transition rule s
are provided for the undepreciated basis of existing property and inventory which allow for write-off s
over 3 - 40 years depending on the type of property (proposed sS290) .
Commentary/Questions :
Apparent goal(s):
- Improve savings .
- Simplification .
- Level the international playing field for U .S . companies .
- "Fairness . "
Name accuracy:
- Name focuses on a new deduction for net savings which is only available to individual taxpayers . Thus ,
name does not suggest that businesses will be subject to a modified subtraction method VAT .
Missing information - examples:
- Whether there will be any changes to excise, estate and gift taxes .
- Some rules are to be provided in regulations .
Problems areas - examples :
- Savings deduction will require additional recordkeeping for savings, borrowings, and certain types o f
investment income adding to the complexity of the proposal . For individuals with over $50,000 o f
qualified savings assets, additional tracking will also be required . Will individuals be willing to compl y
with this ?
- Will some type of information reporting be needed to document savings before an individual is entitled t o
a USA deduction? What types of audit problems might arise without such a reporting system ?
- Elimination of a deduction for wages will have a harsher impact on service businesses than others .
For businesses, interest income is excluded and interest expense is not deductible, thus rules on impute d
interest would still be needed to insure, for example, that the cost of equipment does not include a n
interest expense element .
Potential abuses that could arise - examples :
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- Problems might arise under a system where individuals may deduct charitable contributions, but businesses
may not . For example, businesses might try to funnel contributions through employees .
- With businesses and individuals taxed at different rates, taxpayers may attempt to shift income between th e
two types of taxpayers where possible .
- Lack of transitional rules for net operating loss and credit carryovers will penalize some taxpayers and lea d
to planning techniques to utilize such attributes prior to enactment of the new tax system .
Regressivity concerns:

Earned income tax credit remains .
- FICA credit will provide some relief to lower income taxpayers .
- As opposed to a sales tax or VAT consumption tax, the USA system allows for graduated tax rates .
-

Miscellaneous matters:
- The USA tax is the

first plan with complete legislation (covered basics as well as the difficult issues o f
international transactions, financial products and transitional rules) ; this completeness enables more scrutin y
to be given to this proposal which may unfairly make it look like the "worst" proposal .
- The individual tax "looks" similar to the current system with some deductions removed (such as stat e
income taxes), and some added, notably, the deduction for net savings and higher education .
- The USA tax allows the current definition of a qualified residence which includes the taxpayer's principa l
residence as well as a second home ; why not eliminate the deduction for interest on a second home ?
- Giving a credit for FICA/HI taxes may be viewed as a gimmick - are people really paying into a trus t
account? Might this mechanism send an erroneous message to wage earners that Social Security an d
Medicare trust funds are in good shape ?
- Integration of the corporate and individual systems does not appear to be achieved because dividends ar e
taxable to individuals (unless saved) and individuals and businesses are taxed at different rates ; however ,
expensing of business assets removes some business income from taxation (in effect, expensing exempts th e
expected future income to be earned from the expensed asset) . Thus whether integration is fully achieve d
under the USA tax is not as obvious a determination as under the Armey flat tax where clearly, busines s
income is taxed only once at the source .
- Why is a loss carryover used rather than a tax refund when a taxpayer has negative income? (A subtractio n
method VAT would allow for a refund . )
- Why is no deduction allowed to businesses for wages, but employees must report wages as income? Thus ,
wages appear, in effect, to be taxed twice (although businesses receive FICA/HI credit) .
- USA and deferred income calculations are quite complex and do not represent a typical consumption ta x
due to special rules for certain types of accounts, borrowing, and earnings . Why isn't a strict cash flo w
approach which factors in borrowing and repayment or an approach that exempts all investment incom e
from tax used? Wouldn't such approaches be simpler ?
- Would some type of FIFO (first-in-first-out) approach be easier to track pre-USA savings? Or, despite th e
upfront cost to the government, wouldn't it be easier for taxpayers to compute and the IRS to verify som e
type of write-off of pre-USA savings, regardless of the dollar amount ?

• Business Activities Tax (BAT) (Danforth-Boren Plan - S . 2160, the Comprehensive Ta x
Restructuring and Simplification Act of 1994) :
In June, 1994, Senators Danforth and Boren introduced a proposal, the goal of which is to better align the U .S .
tax system with those of countries with which U .S . companies compete, to stimulate savings, and to remove
the tax law distortions that favor debt over equity . Because major trading partners use consumption-base d
taxes, this proposal would be more in line with other tax systems . This proposal is a type of subtractio n
method VAT .
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Why is a drastic change proposed? "Tinkering at the margin of the current tax code cannot adequately addres s
the core problems and could prove to be counterproductive . The income tax system has been bled dry - we
must change the system dramatically to restore it to health . "
Key provisions : 32
- Repeals corporate income tax .
- Reduces payroll taxes by 50% .
- Increases standard deduction to remove about 20 million individuals from the tax rolls .
- Enacts a business activities tax (BAT) "which is simple to comply with and compute, border-adjustable an d
economically neutral tax ." Small businesses with gross receipts of $100,000 or less would be exempt ,
removing about 15 million businesses from the tax rolls . Does "border-adjustable" (the "destinatio n
principle") mean that the tax applies to goods used in this country (imports and goods made here), an d
exported goods and services are not subject to the tax . Drafters prefer BAT over credit invoice VAT becaus e
BAT is perceived as "incapable of handling multiple tax rates and complexities . . . the BAT should have n o
preferential or punitive rules for any sector . "
- The BAT is generally equal to gross receipts less gross purchases of goods and services, with the net amoun t
taxed at 14 .5% ; no deduction allowed for employee wages or benefits, interest or insurance premiums (othe r
than for property or casualty insurance) .
- "Virtually no exemptions . "
- A tax is imposed on a corporation's passive investment income .
Commentary/Questions :
Apparent goal(s) :
- Improve global competitiveness .
- Simplification .
- Improve savings and capital formation .
Name accuracy:
- A BAT is a type of subtraction-method VAT .
Missing information - examples:
- Transitional rules .
- Status of excise taxes and estate and gift taxes .
Problems areas - examples:
- If interest income is excluded and interest expense is not deductible, rules on imputed interest would stil l
be needed to ensure, for example, that cost of fixed assets does not include an interest expense element .
- Elimination of a deduction for wages will have a harsher impact on service businesses than others .
Potential abuses that could arise - examples:
- Should small businesses be exempt? Will exemptions add the potential for loopholes and complexity an d
require the tax rate to be higher?

71 Cong. Rec . 6/7/94, S6524 .
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See explanations at Cong. Rec . 6/7/94 S6523 and 6/8/94 S6552 .

" "Outline of Boren-Danforth Business Activities Tax Proposal," Weinberger, 94 TNT 69-174 (4/11/94) .
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Regressivity concerns:
- Increased standard deduction should alleviate many concerns .

- Allows for a quarterly "BAT refund" to lower-income individuals, similar to the earned income tax credit .
Miscellaneous matters:
- With both Danforth and Boren no longer in the Senate, who, if anyone, will promote this idea ?

- Is a 50% payroll tax reduction realistic when Social Security has problems ?

• Congressman Gibbons (D-FL) Subtraction Method VAT :
- No specific plan yet, but an outline exists . The Congressman has been advocating VAT since the early 1990's .
- Only businesses (both incorporated and unincorporated) would file and the tax form would be less than on e
page long .
- No businesses would be exempt .
- All goods and services, other than exports (but including imports), would be subject to tax .
- Resales of homes by owners would not be taxed .
- Governments and non-profit entities would be included in the system .
- Would repeal individual and corporate income taxes and most payroll taxes .
- Believes that tax burden on each income group should be the same under a new system ; to achieve this a
credit may be necessary for low income individuals and some type of surtax on higher income individuals .
- Proposed business tax form :

U.S . Value - Added Tax Return
Form

VAT

For Businesses Only
( For taxable period beginning
e

heck if a
Ansolidated
etum (attac h
schedule)

M...

Every Business in US A

A44t. .

1234 Main Stree t

CL S ,a,.t .,ap

Anytown, USA 1234 5

199 5
)
Business ID #

Goss Receipts from Sales Net of Returns
Receipts from exports
Total taxable receipts
subtract line 2 from line I

I. $
2 ($
3. $

Goss purchases
Less import purchases

4,

Total business purchases . . subtract line Sfrom line 4

6 .$

subtract line 6from line 3
Total value-added
Total tax
(??% xline 7)
Tax due if line 7 positive - Refund due if line 7 negative

7 .$

Less

Please
Sign
Here

5 . ($

8. $
9. S

I declare that the information given above is true and complete.

X
Date

SignatureofOfficer
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Title

)

Commentary/Questions :
Apparent goal(s):
- Improve global competitiveness .
- Simplification .
- Improve savings and capital formation .
- " Fairness . "
Name accuracy:
- Accurate . However, to the extent some type of individual tax will also be included to maintain revenu e
neutrality and the current tax distribution, it is misleading to imply that only businesses will be taxe d
directly .
Missing information - examples:
- Transitional rules .
- Unclear as to what happens to excise, estate and gift taxes .
- What additional type of individual tax might be needed to maintain the current distribution of the ta x
burden ?
Problems areas - examples:
- Rules involving accounting methods, entity formation, reorganizations, pension plans, compliance provision s
would likely still exist .
- If interest income is excluded and interest expense is not deductible, rules on imputed interest would stil l
be needed to be sure, for example, that cost of fixed assets does not include an interest expense element .
Regressivity concerns:
- What mechanism will be implemented, if any, to provide relief to the poor and near-poor (using traditiona l
measures, the VAT is regressive) ?
Miscellaneous matters:
- Which payroll taxes would remain ?
- Most of Europe uses a credit-invoice VAT, why would a subtraction method VAT be better for us ?
- Is the distribution of a subtraction method VAT the same as for a credit invoice method VAT? That is ,
is it as easy to pass the VAT onto consumers with a subtraction VAT ?
- VATs have been viewed as potential money machines because the tax is hidden (relative to a sales tax) an d
the rate could easily be raised . Will any mechanism be put in place to prevent this ?
- Will there be a negative impact on statement and local governments and non-profits? If yes, what are th e
consequences ?
- Relative to a retail sales tax system, a VAT spreads the collection and administrative burdens to mor e
businesses .
- Will a subtraction method VAT make it easier to tax financial services (than would be possible with a credi t
invoice method VAT) ?
- Would the exemption for exports be easier to trace under a credit-invoice method rather than a subtractio n
method VAT system ?
- Is it GATT compatible? "

" In " GATT Treatment of Subtraction Method VAT," ABA Section of Taxation Newsletter, Fall 1994, pg . 28, Stanley
Simon raises the question of whether a subtraction method VAT is border adjustable under GATT . The issue is whether
a subtraction method VAT looks more like a corporate income tax than a VAT .
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• Senator Lugar's (R-IN) National Retail Sales Tax (NST) :
- No specific details yet, just an outline .
- Benefits as seen by Senator Lugar :
- would eliminate all filing requirements for individuals ;
- would remove loopholes and deductions ;
- individuals would no longer have to deal with the IRS - it would be eliminated ;
- tax could be administered by the states ;
- rate likely to be 17% ;
- assessed on goods and services ;
- would best tax the underground economy;
- some type of relief for low-income taxpayers could be provided such as a refund or an exemption fo r
housing and medicine ;
- would provide an incentive for savings ;
- is a " transparent " tax, more so than a VAT ;
- would be border adjustable ; and ,
- would lead to a "capital formation boom with strongly increased productivity, higher paying jobs, and ne w
investment from around the world attracted by a policy of no income taxes" .
- No change to Social Security except that benefits would not be taxable .
- Congressman Schaefer (R-CO) also advocates a national sales tax which would be at a rate between 16% an d
19% imposed at the retail level on goods and services, and administered by the states .
Commentary/Questions :
Apparent goal(s):
- Eliminate the IRS from the lives of most individuals (however, audit rates for retail businesses would likel y
increase, government would still need to collect "use" tax from individuals buying goods and services fro m
non-U .S . businesses) .
- Simplification .
- Encourage savings .
- Make it easier for individuals to see what they are paying to the government in taxes .
Name accuracy:
- May be more accurate to call it the national retail sales and services tax because most taxpayers don't equat e
sales tax with services .
Missing information - examples:
- Would goods and services include intangibles and real property?
- Would businesses be exempt from the tax on all of their purchases (including equipment), or only on item s
that are resold ?
- How will a federal sales tax interact with a state sales tax? For example, will the federal tax be based o n
the price plus the state sales tax, or will the state sales tax be excluded from the base ?
Problems areas - examples :
- Rules involving accounting methods and periods and compliance would still be needed .
- What will be the impact on states? If purchases go down, state sales tax collections will also go down .
- Will states also change their systems to tax services? If yes, it would add complexities because state sale s
tax must consider state boundaries whereas the federal sales tax does not .
- To achieve simplicity for taxpayers, states would also have to repeal their income tax systems ; many state s
base their income tax systems on a taxpayer's federal numbers which would no longer exist . Similarly ,
many states rely on IRS audits to adjust state income tax returns ; such audit reports would no longer exis t
if the federal income tax were replaced with a national sales tax . If states repeal their income tax systems ,
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how would they replace that revenue? If they increase the sales tax, all the adverse side effects of the sale s
tax would be magnified . Increased property tax rates might lead to revolts (as they did in California i n
the late 1970's) .
Will it be easy to administer by the states? Sales tax rules vary from state to state and the federal sales ta x
system may not be exactly like the one in particular states (beyond just the difference that states don't ta x
most services, for example, some states have special exemptions, such as for manufacturing equipment)) .
Also, five states do not impose sales taxes . How could a federal sales tax system be administered in suc h
states? How will the federal government compensate the states for administration of the federal ta x
system? Also, the burden will vary from state to state depending on how similar the federal rules are t o
the sales tax rules in a particular state .
May be a better mechanism than the income tax for taxing the underground economy because sales tax o n
purchases will be harder to evade than an income or consumption tax requiring the individual to file a
return . However, a VAT collected at each stage of production may be better because if one taxpayer doe s
not pay, something can still be collected .
Potential abuses that could arise - examples :
- Creation of a new underground economy where cash transactions will be used to provide goods and service s
without the tax ; the higher the tax rate, the greater the likelihood of attempts to evade the tax .
Regressivity concerns :
- A retail sales tax is a regressive tax using traditional measures -- what mechanism will be created to provid e
relief to low income taxpayers? An exemption on food and medicine would also benefit higher-incom e
individuals and would result in an increased tax rate on all other items .
Miscellaneous matters:
- Most, if not all, of the compliance and collection burden falls on retail businesses ; would they b e
compensated in some way ?
- It is a very visible tax .
Summary of Joint Economic Committee Report (August, 1995) : 7 5
The report examined some consequences of a national federal retail sales tax . Selected comments and findings fro m
the report :
• When considering the entire GDP as the tax base to help determine the proper tax rate, imputations (suc h
as the rental value of owner-occupied housing), investment outlays, government purchases and export s
would likely be removed . This remaining tax base would require a 32% tax rate to maintain revenu e
neutrality relative to our current tax system . If food and medical expenditures are exempted, the necessar y
rate becomes 49 .3% .
• Costs to collect the tax are estimated to be about 1% of collections .
• Several problems arise when services are subject to a sales tax including :
- an increase in the regressivity of the tax would disadvantage small businesses that are more likely t o
contract out services rather than provide them internally ; would involve a higher administrative cost tha n
a tax on goods ; and is easier to evade than a tax on goods .
• It is easier to tax services using a VAT, rather than a sales tax, as some OECD countries have alread y
learned .
• Would likely increase the tax on goods subject to state excise taxes such as gasoline .

is Joint Economic Committee Report,
Bruce Bartlett .

Consequences of Replacing Federal Taxes With a Sales Tax,
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August 1995 ; prepared b y

• Administrative problem for states if they are to administer the federal sales tax because the base would no t
be the same as under state law .
• "In reality, the federal government will have to collect its own revenue" .
• Administrative difficulties would require that some form of IRS remain, "if only to audit the states '
efforts" .
• If states keep their income taxes in the absence of a federal income tax, they will need to supplement thei r
own rules and regulations, to the extent they relied on federal rules before, which would increase th e
compliance burden for taxpayers .
• Evasion is less likely under a VAT because collusion between buyers and sellers is less likely "becaus e
while the buyer would be interested in the invoice showing a high purchase price and by extension of a
high tax credit, the seller has an interest in keeping the sales price and tax as low as possible in order t o
minimize his tax liability" .
• Other problems : inflationary impact, unfairness to those who will be spending previously saved incom e
(particularly retired people), transition problems in that taxpayers will be inclined to borrow to buy befor e
sales tax goes into effect, regressivity, and unstable revenues in that during the business cycle, consumptio n
tends to vary more than income does .
• "The current United States tax system clearly must be changed . But just as today's system is fatally flawed ,
we must not rush to replace it with something just as bad, just for change's sake . A federal sales tax merits
discussion, but should be passed by in favor of other, far more beneficial, models of reform ." (executiv e
summary to report )
• Senator Lugar stated that "egregious misrepresentations" existed in the JEC report . "

Proposals in Proces s
• The National Commission on Economic Growth and Tax Reform :
- Formed by Senator Dole and Speaker Gingrich ; they want tax reform to be a major issue, if not the majo r
issue of the 1996 presidential campaign . "
- Members include former IRS Commissioner Shirley Peterson and California State Treasurer, Matt Fong ; forme r
Congressman and HUD Secretary Jack Kemp was the chairman .
- Set up as a §501(c)(3) organization that will seek private donations, rather than run on public funds
- Heard testimony from various persons at meetings held throughout the country in Summer 1995.
• Congressman Archer's (R-TX) View :
- Since becoming chairman of the House Ways & Means Committee, Mr . Archer has been discussing majo r
federal tax reform .
- He has put forward no specific plan .
- He has stated at various times that he favors a national sales tax of about 16% on all spending other tha n
health care and some housing expenditures ; he has also stated that he might even favor repeal of the 16t h
Amendment ; he has stated that current income tax system must be "torn out by its roots . "

" " Tax Report, " Wall Street Journal, 9/6/95, pg . Al .
" Per Grace-Marie Arnett, Executive Director of the Commission, ABA Tax Section meeting, Chicago, 8/4/95 .
78 "Archer Calls for End To Income-Based Tax," by Chandler, Washington Post, 6/6/95, pg . D1 .
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- At June, 1995, House Ways & Means Committee hearings on tax reform and subsequent presentations, Mr .
Archer has outlined his five "bottom-line" objectives to guide tax reform :
1) individuals should no longer have to deal with the IRS ;
2) savings should be encouraged ;
3) the underground economy should be reached ;
4) the tax should be border-adjustable ; and ,
5) the system should be fair and not create undue burdens on low-income individuals .

Historical Perspective:
The 16th Amendment was ratified February 3, 1913 to allow for an income tax . The text of this shor t
amendment follows . It was needed because the text of the U .S . Constitution generally forbids a direc t
tax .
"The Congress shall have power to lay and collect taxes on incomes, from whatever source derived ,
without apportionment among the several States, and without regard to any census or enumeration . "
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"Tinkering" Proposals'

Thinking Points : Can effective discussion of tax reform occur without our current tax system? Many o f
the goals touted for the reform proposals are also potentially achievable under our current tax system Some
members of the press and some Republicans have criticized the Clinton administration for not offering u p
its own tax reform proposal . Perhaps more effective debate could occur if improvement of the curren t
system is also officially thrown on the table - will it be ?

• Overhaul/Revision of Current Tax System :
Many of the goals for major federal tax reform are achievable within our current tax system . Various examples
are listed below .
• Incentives for capital formation : Integrating the corporate and individual income taxes, so that corporat e
income is only taxed once, has been suggested to encourage capital formation . Integration would remove th e
preference for debt over equity and double taxation of corporate income, and should reduce the cost of capita l
and make the tax law more efficient (by removing rules that distort business decisions) . The Treasury
Department studied integration extensively in 1992 ; 4 ° perhaps this topic should be discussed along with th e
major tax reform proposals .
More preferential treatment for capital gains could also improve capital formation . For example, a reduced ta x
rate for all taxpayers on capital gains, indexing capital assets for inflation, and an expansion of IRC §1202 t o
apply to larger corporations would all improve capital formation under our current tax system .
• Simplification : Many proposals have been suggested by members of Congress, as well as by taxpayers an d
industry groups, such as the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) . In April, 1993, th e
AICPA issued a "Tax Complexity Index" which it encouraged Congressional tax-writing staffs to use to asses s
the simplicity or complexity of a proposal . Perhaps such checklists could be used to keep the code fro m
becoming more complex .
• Continuing the direction of the 1986 Tax Reform Act : A broader tax base (allowing for lower rates) coul d
be achieved by eliminating some costly deductions (such as the large home mortgage interest deduction) and
taxing some fringe benefits .
• Improve savings rates : This goal could be achieved by balancing the budget each year . A 1991 Joint
Committee on Taxation report on international competitiveness stated that the "most direct way" for th e

" As opposed to a major overhaul of our current federal tax system .
Department of the Treasury, Integration of the Individual and Corporate Tax Systems: Taxing Business Income Only Once ,
Wash . D .C . : Government Printing Office, January 1992 . Also see AICPA Statement of Tax Policy 10 - Integration of the
4°

Corporate and Shareholder Tax Systems, 1993 .
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government to have an impact on savings is to reduce the level of public borrowing . An excerpt from th e
report follows . '
Increases in the U .S . saving rate, either through increased private savings or decreased public borrowing ,
increase the future standard of living of the United States because current consumption is traded for futur e
consumption . Furthermore, because international capital may not be completely mobile (foreigners investin g
in the United States may incur greater costs and risk than they would investing in their own countries), an d
because the United States is large enough that increases in the U .S . saving rate can lower world interest rates ,
increased saving will generally increase domestic investment . Increased investment leads to increased labo r
productivity and higher future income, leading to increases in future living standards .
Increased U .S . saving will also help to reduce the trade deficit . If the U .S . saving rate increases, then inflows
of foreign capital will decrease, and the dollar will fall . This depreciation of the dollar will make U .S . goods
relatively cheaper for foreigners, and foreign goods relatively more expensive for U .S . residents . Thus, exports
will increase, imports will decrease, and the trade deficit will decline .
In general, the U .S . saving rate has been below that of other countries . Furthermore, saving rates in the Unite d
States fell substantially in the 1980s, due to decreases in both public and private saving .
The most direct way for government to affect the level of saving in the economy is by reducing publi c
borrowing (that is, by reducing the federal deficit .) The government may also be able to affect private saving s
by changing tax policies . However, tax policy changes that increase private saving but also increase the federa l
budget deficit may not increase total national saving .
Tax policy may also increase saving through such policies as less restrictive rules on contributions to individua l
retirement accounts (IRAs), reduced capital gains tax rates or a gain exclusion rule, and a full or partial dividen d
income exclusion rule to reduce the disincentive to owning corporate equity .
• To enable individuals to better see how much money they are giving to the government : Perhaps this goal
could be met by changing either the tax return filing date or election day to make them better coincide? I n
the 104th Congress, Senator Kyl (R-AZ) introduced S . 686 to establish a commission to study changing the ta x
return filing deadline to the same date federal elections are held .
Commentary/Questions :
- Tinkering with our current system would eliminate the transitional problems of converting from on e
system to a completely different one .
- Which deductions and loopholes should be eliminated (or created)? There would be winners and losers .
- How long would such a revised system last? The Tax Reform Act of 1986 was intended to remove
loopholes (such as tax shelters) and remove some deductions (such as the personal interest deduction) t o
broaden the tax base . It also brought about a two-bracket system for individuals - 15% and 28% wit h
higher effective rates due to various phase-outs . However, 7 years later, the individual tax system consiste d
of a 5-bracket system ranging from 15% to 39 .6% .
- Is the current system beyond repair as some have suggested ?

41 Joint Committee on Taxation, Factors Affecting the International Competitiveness of the United States, (JCS-6-91), May , 30 ,
1991, page 13 .
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• Clinton Administration Comments :
At tax reform hearings before the House Ways & Means Committee in June, 1995, Assistant Treasury Secretar y
Les Samuels raised a variety of issues and concerns with current reform proposals . However, he did note that
Treasury was committed to working with Congress to address frustrations with the current tax system . Mr .
Samuels noted that proposals should be "carefully evaluated according to their ability to achieve fundamenta l
tax policy objectives - fairness, efficiency, and simplicity ." His comments focused on four issues : "distributiona l
effects, effects on saving, costs of compliance and administration, and the treatment of existing wealth i n
implementing a change to a consumption tax ." He also noted :
We are not at this time convinced that the case for completely replacing the income tax with a
consumption tax is compelling . The most frequently cited economic benefit of such a change, an increas e
in private saving, is uncertain and could be small . Savings incentives within the existing income tax ca n
increase saving without replacing the entire tax system . . . . In examining consumption tax proposals, it i s
inappropriate to compare a theoretically ideal consumption tax and the income tax system in place today .
Instead, we should analyze a consumption tax that is likely to emerge from the political process .
Exclusions would be made under a consumption tax - either for administrative reasons or to support socia l
and economic goals - and those exclusions would reduce the economic benefits of the proposals an d
increase complexity . We commend efforts to develop consumption tax proposals that are progressive an d
revenue-neutral . We are concerned, however, that such a consumption tax could be excessively complex . 42
Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin has stated that if proposals are "not clearly better" than our current system ,
"then doing nothing is the right thing to do ." 4 7

• Congressman Gephardt (D-MO) Proposal :
• Currently just in outline form, no specific legislation ; introduced in July, 1995 .
• For individuals, proposes to expand the base to include tax-exempt interest, fringe benefits and employe r
pension contributions ; would also eliminate all itemized deductions other than mortgage interest ; investmen t
interest and job-related expenses (with a limit) would be moved above the line .
• The earned income tax credit and foreign tax credits would remain ; the child care and elderly credits woul d
be eliminated .
• The foreign earned-income exclusion would be removed .
• Progressive rate structure for individuals would include five rates : 10%, 20%, 26%, 32% and 34% .
• Claims that for 75% of taxpayers, the tax rate would be 10% or less and a majority of taxpayers would no t
have to file .
• Claims that a postcard size tax return could be used .
• Proposes to cut "corporate welfare" (presumably includes unidentified tax preferences) by $50 billion in orde r
to provide tax cuts for small business ; currently no business reform proposal exists .
• Claims that "dramatic cuts" could be made to the IRS .
• Also proposes that tax rates only be changed in the future by national referendum .
• At a June 8, 1995, House Ways & Means Committee hearing on tax reform, Mr . Gephardt referred to Mr .
Armey's plan as "perks for the privileged" and stressed the need to educate the public about the consequence s
of each proposal .

4z

Oral testimony of Leslie B . Samuels, June 7, 1995 .
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"Clinton : no tax change" Mercury News, 8/10/95, pg . IF .
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Commentary/Questions :
Apparent goal(s):
- Simplification .
- " Fairness . "
Name accuracy:
- The plan is referred to as the "10% tax" but not all taxpayers would be in a 10% tax bracket, graduate d
brackets actually exist and corporations apparently keep existing tax rates .
Missing information - examples:
- It is not clear how a majority of taxpayers could be excluded from filing . If the assumption is tha t
withholding would be improved, then it would seem difficult unless the taxpayer does not change job s
during the year and W-4 forms reflected accurate filing status and number of dependents (which is no t
always the case today) .
- The specifics of the "corporate welfare" to be eliminated are missing .
Problems areas - examples:
- While capital gains would be taxed at the same rates as ordinary income, it is not clear whether capital los s
limitations would remain . If such limitations remain, taxpayers would still need to distinguish betwee n
capital and ordinary income .
- What is the impact of removal of the child care credit? What will be the impact on the ability of som e
people to work ?
Miscellaneous matters:
- Inclusion of employer-provided benefits in the tax base may not be viewed as simplification .
- Because gains and losses from sale of assets would be taxable, along with interest and dividend income ,
capital gains and losses, and rental income, the postcard-size tax return would likely need schedules t o
support the calculation of taxable income .
- The sample individual tax form is shown below .
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Wages and Other Income :

1.

Subtractions :
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Taxable Income :

d_

Tax :

4.

Taxes Withheld :
Refund or Tax Due :

Total of taxes withhold by omployor and other sources
If One 5 is greater than lino 4 ,
subtract lino 4 from lino 5 and this I s
the amount of your rotund .
If Lino 5 Is less than lino 4, subtract
lino 5 from lino 4 and this Is the
amount you owe .

Name and Address :
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5.
G.
Chock the correct bo c
a Refund Due
q Tax Du e
Presidential Election Campaign :
q Spous e
q You

Your Social Security It
Spouse Social Security tt

SS If

Signatures:
You :

SS #

Spouse :

Dependents :
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Sample Individual Calculation - Example #1
(unaudited)
tax
and
its
computation
would change for a family of four (one child in college) .
Following is an example of how
Although in these examples, the family might be labeled a "winner" because they pay less tax under the proposal s
than under the current system, taxpayers with different income, expenditures and employer-provided benefits would
not be " winners" and this family might not be a "winner" in later years . Also, the family's share of the corporate tax
burden is not reflected in the calculations below .

Current system (1994) :
Husband wages
Wife wages
State tax refund
Interest from savings
State bond interest
Employer paid healt h
insurance
Employer pensio n
contributions
Net savings for year
College tuition
Mortgage interest
Home equity interest
Cash
charitabl e
contribution
Property taxes
State income taxes
Tax preparation fee
State sales tax (8%)
Tax calculation :
Adj. gross income
Itemized deductions
Personal exemptions
Taxable income
Federal income tax
FICA/HI

$50,000
$50,000
$50 0
$1,300
$70 0

Armey Flat Tax : *
Wages
Personal allowance
Dependent allowance
Tax base
Federal tax at 17%
FICA/HI

$100,00 0
($21,400 )
($10,000 )
$68,60 0
$11,66 2
$7,65 0

$2,400
$5,000
$17,000
$11,000
$9,000
$1,200
$1,50 0
$1,00 0
$4,60 0
$40 0
$1,24 8

$101,800
($17,300)
($9,800)

$74,700
$15,98 3
$7,65 0

Gephardt Modified Income Tax :
Wages
$100,000
Fringe benefits
$2,400
Employer pensio n
contribution
$5,000
Interest income (all)
$2,000
Standard deduction
($8,350)
Mortgage interest
($10,200 )
Personal exemption
($11,000 )
Taxable income
$79,850
Tax
$11,95 0
FICA/HI
$7,650

USA Tax : *
Wages
Fringe benefits
Interest income
Dependency deduction
Family living allowance
USA deduction
Homeowner deduction
Education deduction
Charitable deduction
Tax base
Tax
FICA/HI credit
Tax
FICA/HI

$100,00 0
$2,40 0
$1,300
($10,200)
($7,400)
($17,000 )
($9,000 )

($2,000 )
($1,500 )
$56,60 0
$17,00 6
($7,650)
$9,35 6
$7,65 0

Gibbons Subtraction VAT :
This family would not owe any VAT drectly,
i
bu t
would owe some indirectly as business owners, workers
and consumers . High income individuals may b e
subject to some type of tax (such as an income tax) t o
maintain the current distribution of the tax burden. It is
intended that indirectly and possibly directly as well ,
this family's tax burden will be similar to what it i s
under current law .

National Retail Sales Tax :
The family had taxable sales for state sales tax purpose s
of $15,600, thus making a national sales tax liability
appear to be $2,652 ($15,600 x 17%) . However, price s
may change, the family's consumption might change ,
and the base would also include services (the specifics o f
the base are not yet known) . Thus, it is difficult t o
calculate this family's tax under a national retail sale s
tax . They would still owe $7,650 of FICA/HI taxes .

fully phased-in tax rate used
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Sample Individual Calculation - Example # 2
(unaudited)
Following is another example of how tax and its computation would change for a family of four (one child i n
college) . The FICA wage base in 1994 was $60,600 and the family is subject to the limitation on itemize d
deductions under current law for high income individuals .

Current system (1994) :
Husband wages
Wife wages
State tax refund
Interest from savings
State bond interest
Employer paid healt h
insurance
Employer pensio n
contributions
Net savings for year
College tuition
Mortgage interest
Home equity interest
Cash
charitabl e
contribution
Property taxes
State income taxes
Tax preparation fee
State sales tax (8%)
Tax calculation :
Adj . gross income
Itemized deductions
Personal exemptions
Taxable income
Federal income tax
FICA/HI

$70,00 0
$70,00 0
$0
$11,00 0
$70 0

Armey Flat Tax :*
Wages
Personal allowance
Dependent allowance
Tax base
Federal tax at 17%
FICA/HI

$140,000
($21,400 )
($10,000 )
$108,600
$18,46 2
$9,54 5

USA Tax : *
Wages
Fringe benefits
Interest income
Dependency deduction
Family living allowance
USA deduction
Homeowner deduction
Education deduction
Charitable deduction
Tax base
Tax
FICA/HI credit
Tax
FICA/HI

$140,000
$5,000
$11,000
($10,200)
($7,400)
($12,000)
($43,000)
($2,000 )
($3,800 )
$77,60 0
$25,40 6
($9,272 )
$16,13 4
$9,545

$5,000
$10,00 0
$12,00 0
$51,00 0
$43,000
$3,500
$3,800
$3,000
$8,600
$60 0
$1,87 2
$151,00 0
($60,724)
($9,800)
$80,47 6
$17,59 3
$9,54 5

Gephardt Modified Income Tax :
Wages
$140,00 0
Fringe benefits
$5,000
Employer pensio n
contribution
$10,00 0
Interest income (all)
$11,70 0
Standard deduction
($8,350)
Mortgage interest
($46,500)
Personal exemption
($11,000 )
Taxable income
$100,85 0
Tax
$16,37 2
FICA/HI
$9,545
* fully phased-in tax rate used

Gibbons Subtraction VAT :
This family would not owe any VAT directly, bu t
would owe some ind rectly
i
as business owners, worker s
and consumers . High income individuals may b e
subject to some type of tax (such as an income tax) to
maintain the current distribution of the tax burden. It is
intended that indirectly and possibly directly as well,
this family's tax burden will be similar to what it i s
under current law.

National Retail Sales Tax :
The family had taxable sales for state sales tax purpose s
of $23,400, thus making a national sales tax liability
appear to be $3,978 ($23,400 x 17%) . However, price s
may change, the family's consumption might change ,
and the base would also include services (might it als o
include tuition - is that consumption or investment?) .
Thus, it is difficult to calculate this family's tax under a
national retail sales tax . They would still owe $9,54 5
of FICA/Hl taxes .
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Sample Business Calculatio n
(unaudited )
Following is an example of how tax and its computation would change for a small high technology manufacturin g
company. Note that the impact would differ if the company had less capital expenditures (such as a software compan y
might have) or had interest expense (although not a typical expense of high technology growth companies) . It doe s
not matter whether the company is a sole proprietorship, corporation, S corporation, partnership or limited liability
company ; the tax calculation is the same .
Assumptions : Fringe benefits equal 15% of wages .
FICA/HI paid on all wages . Company only has U .S .
operations and sales . In 1994, company purchased
fixed assets of $3,700,000 and took depreciatio n
expense of $1,300,000 . Cost of goods sold included:
Materials
Depreciation
Labor
Wages
Fringes
FICA/HI

Purchased
$4,500,000
n/a

Used
$3,900,00 0
$1,000,000

$4,300,000
$645,000
$328,950

$3,870,000
$580,50 0
$296,05 5

Current system (1994) :
Gross Receipts
$17,000,000
$200,00 0
Interest income
Beg. inv . $1,000,000
Costs
$9,646,55 5
($9,546,555 )
End . inv. $1,100,000
R&D (wages $500,000)
($1,000,000)
G&A (wages $1,200,000 ,
($2,600,000 )
depr . $300,000)
State income taxes
($100,000)
Taxable income
$3,953,44 5
$1,344,17 1
Gross tax at 34%
Research tax credit
($75,000)
Tax liability
$1,269,17 1
$459,00 0
FICA/HI taxes paid
Gephardt Modified Income Tax :
Tax likely to be the same as under current law .

National Retail Sales Tax :
No tax would be owed assuming the company would b e
allowed an exemption for items it purchases for its own
use, such as equipment. If the company makes retail sales ,
it would be required to collect the sales tax from customers .
The company would owe FICA/HI taxes of $459,000 .

Armey Flat Tax :
Gross active incom e
Wages from COGS

$17,000,000

(less fringes, FICAIHI)

($4,300,000)

Wages (from R&D and
G&A)

($1,700,000)

R&D inputs (excl .
wages, FICA/HI, fringes )
(excl .
wages, FICAIHI, fringes)

($386,750 )

G&A inputs

Non-wage inventory
purchases
Fixed asset purchases
Taxable income
Tax at 17%
FICA/HI taxes paid
USA Tax :
Taxable receipts**
R&D inputs (excl .
wages, FICA/HI, fringes)

($828,200)
($4,500,000)
($3,700,000)
$1,585,05 0
$269,45 9
$459,00 0

$17,000,000
($386,750)

G&A inputs (excl .
wages, FICAIHI, fringes)

Non-wage inventory
purchases**
Fixed asset purchases
Gross profit
Tax at 11%
FICA/HI credit
Tax
FICA/HI

($828,200 )
($4,500,000 )
($3,700,000 )
$7,585,05 0
$834,35 6
($459,000)
$375,35 6
$459,000

** For simplicity, the same amount has been used for
receipts and purchases for both the flat tax and USA tax .
The flat tax proposal contains no rules on accounting
methods while the USA tax would require this compan y
to use the accrual method. All amounts are assumed to be
computed on the accrual basis.

Gibbons Subtraction VAT :
The tax rate is currently unknown. The tax calculation would
be similar to that for the USA tax except no FICAIHI credi t
would be allowed and the company might not owe FICA/HI
taxes (plan description is unclear on employer payroll taxes) .
It is anticipated that the company's tax burden would b e
similar to that under current law .
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Factors to Consider in Evaluating and Understandin g
the Various Proposal s
Structure and goals :

• What are the goals of tax reform? As noted earlier, various goals have been offered for why major federa l
tax reform should occur. Not all goals are achieved under all proposals . In addition, some of the goals ar e
achievable by "tinkering" with our current tax system . In order for effective reform to occur, Congress (and the
public) should carefully identify the goals to be attained so that an appropriate and worthwhile debate can follow .

• "Fair." The word "fair" has been touted by most proponents of tax reform proposals . But, what is "fair"? Thi s
word has different meanings to different taxpayers . For some, such as Congressman Armey, "fair" means that al l
taxpayers are subject to the same tax rate . However, others view "fair" as those with more income paying a highe r
percentage tax, as with our current system and the Gephardt plan . For some, fair means all income is taxed onc e
and only once ; for others, "fair" mean that all types of income are taxed similarly, including capital gains, interes t
income, and fringe benefits .
Thinking Point : Due to its variety of meanings, perhaps "fair" should be eliminated from the discussions i n
order to eliminate or reduce confusion.

• Should/can taxes he reformed without spending reforms? Current discussion focuses on governmen t
revenues and how they should be assessed . But, what is the goal from the spending side? The present income ta x
system includes hundreds of indirect government "subsidies" in the form of special tax rules designed to encourag e
certain activities, such as the research tax credit and charitable deduction . These tax preferences are also referre d
to as tax expenditures (explained below) . If the government believes that these indirect expenditures or subsidie s
are worthwhile, will they be converted from indirect subsidies to direct subsidies under a new tax system o r
otherwise incorporated into the new system? For example, if the research tax credit is removed, will the value o f
that indirect subsidy be converted into direct government subsidies? If the child care credit is eliminated, will the
current level of this subsidy be continued in another form, such as government funded child care centers? Or, doe s
the proposal assume for example, that certain taxpayers, such as low-income taxpayers, will have reduced tax burden s
which eliminate the need for a child care credit ?
Background :
"Tax expenditure" is a term to describe the effect of certain "favorable" tax rules providing deductions, exemptions ,
and credits to taxpayers . These provisions exist because they are viewed as serving important goals such a s
encouraging charitable giving . They are termed "expenditures" because the government forgoes revenue due to th e
provision . These rules are also referred to as provisions beyond the "normal" rules . 44
The concept of tax expenditures is based on the premise that tax reductions enacted to favor certain activitie s
are analogous to direct governmental expenditures paid through spending programs for those activities . Like
direct expenditures, tax expenditures for an activity have budgetary effects ; unless offset by tax increases o r
spending cuts, they increase the federal deficit . And like direct expenditures, tax expenditures results i n
increased disposable income for beneficiaries of the expenditures . According to this reasoning, ta x

Congressional Budget Office, Federal Financial Support of Business, July 1995, pg . 11 . This report provides a goo d
discussion of the various types of financial support that the federal government provides to businesses, such as loa n
guarantees and spending programs (such as is done through the National Institute of Health ) .
a4
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expenditures are analogous to entitlement expenditure programs, under which expenditures are made withou t
other specific legislative authorization or appropriation . Like spending under entitlement programs, ta x
expenditures are available to any individual or corporation that meets the statutory and regulatory criteri a
established for eligibility for program participation . Under this view, tax expenditures are the equivalent o f
entitlement programs administered by the Internal Revenue Service . 4 5
Tax expenditures are deviations from a "normal" income tax system . Obviously, the definition of a normal incom e
tax is crucial to determining whether a tax provision is a tax expenditure . Unfortunately, there is no generall y
agreed upon definition of a normal income tax, and so many tax expenditures are contested . For example, th e
home mortgage interest deduction is commonly referred to as a tax expenditure . However, because mortgage
interest income is generally taxed, tax neutrality demands that home mortgage interest paid be deductible .
The chart below shows the 15 largest tax expenditures for fiscal 1993 .' 6 A table at the end of the outline list s
all tax expenditures and their history . 47 This information is presented because it provides a history of the numerou s
preferences that have been added to our current tax system since its inception ; these items tend to add to th e
complexity of the tax law .

100.0

Dollars (In billions )
90.4

90 . 0
Source : JCT, Estimales of FederalTaxExpenditures
forFiscalYears1993-1997, April 24, 1992.
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"Overview of The Federal Tax System," Committee on Ways and Means, U .S . House of Representatives, 1993 Edition ,
6/14/93 ("Green Book"), page 263 .
45

46 "Tax Policy - Tax Expenditures Deserve More Scrutiny," by GAO, 6/94, GAO/GGD/AIMD-94-122, page 48 .
4'

Tables are from the GAO Report, supra .
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Note : When tax rates increase, the "cost" of tax expenditures goes up and vice versa when income tax rates ar e
lowered . The elimination of a tax expenditure will not necessarily raise government revenues by the "cost" of th e
expenditure because of changed behavior and interaction of the rule with other tax rules .
• How to determine which preferences should go and which should stay? If the government and public believe that
some of the current incentives should continue, how should they be incorporated into the system - into the revenu e
side (a tax break) or the spending side (such as a government grant)? If some, but not all preferences or tax
expenditures (see previous definition) are to be eliminated, what decision-making process will be used to determin e
which preferences should stay?
• Employment tax reform . Can or should federal income tax reform realistically occur without reform of employmen t
taxes . For example, if federal income taxes are reformed first and later employment taxes are reformed by raisin g
the tax rate for social security and Medicare taxes, would public outcry follow ?

• Add-on tax or replacement tax? Would a new tax system also keep our current income tax system in place ,
or would the income tax rules be completely replaced? Most countries that have adopted a consumption-base d
tax have also kept their income tax system .

• GATT compatibility. Will the new tax comport with GATT (General Agreement on Tariff and Trade) so tha t
it is border adjustable (tax impossible on imports, but refundable for exports)? How important is GAT T
compatibility? The Congressional Budget Office states in a report on the VAT that border adjustments do no t
improve the balance of trade because of resulting changes in exchange rates . 48 However, others, includin g
Congressman Archer, view GATT compatibility as an important goal for tax reform .

• What can we learn from other countries? What have been the experiences in other countries that hav e
reformed their tax systems? Did savings rates increase? Was the system still in place five year later ?

• Concerns of low-income taxpayers. How will the tax system deal with low-income taxpayers? The curren t
system provides for an earned income tax credit received through filing of an income tax return . How could relie f
be provided under a value-added tax or a national sales tax? Would new bureaucracies be needed to address suc h
an issue? Under a system where only businesses directly pay taxes, would some type of individual incom e
reporting mechanism still be required to determine which taxpayers should be given some type of relief under a
regressive tax, such as a sales tax ?

• Relevance of child care credit. What is the effect on working families and single parents of removal of th e
child care credit ?

• Taxation of fringe benefits . What will be the effect of taxing fringe benefits? Will employers stop providin g
health insurance, for example? Will they be converted into taxable wages? Will current rules aimed at preventin g
favoritism in benefit plans towards highly-compensated employees, in effect be nullified if fringes are converte d
to wages? Can the subjective reasonable compensation rules replace anti-discriminatory rules that currently appl y
to some fringe benefits ?

°R

CBO, Effects of Adopting a Value-Added Tax, February 1992, pg . 63 .
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• The tax gap. How will the new tax affect the tax gap? Can the tax effectively reach the underground economy ?
Can any tax reach the underground economy? What new evasion techniques might arise under a particula r
proposal? What enforcement rules would be appropriate under the proposed tax system ?

• Simplification . Will the new system by simpler than the present system? 49 Perhaps some complexities, suc h
as international issues and those involving innovative financing cannot easily be removed . Another complexit y
that could arise is where a system requires non-cash employee benefits to be valued . For example, the Hall Rabushka flat tax book notes that an employee would be required to include the market value of stock option s
received from the employer, when received, and whether or not exercised . The valuation of stock options whe n
received is difficult and has already been a major issue with respect to financial accounting rules .
Are the touted simplifications of the proposal legitimate? For example, a single tax rate does not necessarily mak e
a tax system simple because taxpayers use tax tables and computers . Also, removal of the mortgage interes t
deduction is not simplification because little recordkeeping is involved . (However, removal of the deduction doe s
remove federal income taxes from the home-buying decision . )
• Problem industries. How can financial services (lending, insurance, etc .) be effectively taxed under the propose d
tax system ?

• Exclusions and exemptions . Will there be exceptions, exclusions, or preferential rates? If so, the genera l
tax rate will have to be higher . What procedure should be used to determine whether exemptions, exclusions, o r
preferences are appropriate? For example, some value-added type tax systems may exclude small businesses and
government from the system . In considering whether any proposal should include such an exemption, how shoul d
the balance between higher rates with exemptions and lower rates with no exemptions be determined ?
• Efficiency. Does the reform proposal remove distortions from the current tax system that tend to affect decision s
to work, invest, or spend? For example, the current tax system may affect investment decisions due to th e
difference between capital gains and ordinary income tax rates . Also, does the tax proposal remove distortion s
caused by differences in tax rates (such as where a corporation in a 35% tax bracket borrows from an individua l
in a lower tax bracket), preferences for different types of income (such as fringe benefits), and the double taxatio n
of corporate income which can affect business entity decisions ?
levels. If the new tax system is intended to raise the same revenues as the one it is replacing, how accurat e
are the revenue estimates? If the estimates are short by only five percent, is that good enough? Five percent i s
about $40 billion .

• Tax

• Change in tax burden. If the proposal is intended to raise the same amount of revenue as under our current ta x
system, will the distribution among income groups be the same? If not, who will pay more and who will pay less ?
(Who will the winners and losers be?) How easy will it be to make this determination when the tax base ha s
changed and the distribution of the burden between individuals and businesses may have changed? For example ,
flat tax proponents stress that investment is taxed at the source (business level) rather than also at the individua l

49 The complexity of the tax law is not a new issue . It was a major reason to support tax reform discussions in 1982 . Th e
problem even predates 1982 . In an article, "Suggestions for Simplification of Federal Income Taxation" by Paton in Th e
National Income Tax Magazine dated August, 1923, when the tax laws were only ten years old, the author stated:
It may fairly be urged that our present system of federal income taxation is unduly complex . At any rate, little in the way
of simplification has thus far been accomplished by revision . Each successive act has been more elaborate than it s
predecessor ; and the maze of administrative and judicial technicalities surrounding the taxpayer has been steadily thickening .
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level . However, will the incidence of that tax at the business level be shouldered by the investors/owners, or won' t
some also be shouldered by employees? How can this be determined?
Where will the incidence of the new tax fall as between a businesses' owner and employee or individuals? Where
will it appear to fall? For example, under a subtraction VAT where only businesses file tax returns, the tax woul d
appear to fall on the businesses' owners and employees . Where does the burdens of corporate taxes fall under ou r
current tax system? If the incidence of the tax changes, what will be the affect ?
Will the incidence of the new tax fall among different types of industries similarly to our current system? If not ,
who will the winners and losers be? For example, some industries tend to have little debt (such as high tech) an d
might therefore be "winners" under a tax system where interest expense is not deductible .
• How will taxpayers and the economy react to the new tax system? If taxpayers' behavior changes significantly thi s
could have a dramatic effect on tax collections and on the distribution of the tax burden .
Background :
While the following charts do not show how the corporate tax burden is distributed among different incom e
categories of individuals, it does offer a perspective on how the sources of tax collections have changed over th e
years .
Tax Sources - 1994 versus 1962:
Percent of Total Revenue From :
Individual income tax
Corporate income tax
Social insurance taxes
Excise taxes
Estate and gift taxes
Customs duties
Miscellaneous receipts
Total

1994
43 .2%
11 .2%
36 .7%
4 .4%
1 .2%
1 .6%
1 .7%
100 .0%

1962
45 .7 %
20 .6 %
17 .2 %
12.6 %
2 .0 %
1 .1 %
0 .8 %
100 .0%

Data source : 'The Economic And Budget Outloolc Fiscal Years 1996-2000," CBO Directo r
Robert Reischauer, 1/95, Tables E-4 and E-6 .

Receipts by Source as Percentages of GDP:
Individual income tax
Corporate income tax
Social insurance taxes and contributions
Excise taxes
Other
Total

1992
8 .1%
1 .7%
7.0%
0 .8%
0 .9%
18 .5%

196 2
8 .2 %
3 .7 %
3 .1 %
2.3 %
0 .7 %
18 .0 %

Source: "Overview of The Federal Tax System," by the Committee on Way s
and Means, 1993 Edition, pages 255-256 .
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• Impact of changes to itemized deductions . How will changes in itemized deductions for individuals b e
distributed? For example, removal of the deduction for state and local income taxes will have a larger tax impac t
on individuals residing in high tax rate states such as California . Some sponsors have noted that this should no t
be a consideration because to the extent that some state's residents get a bigger deduction, the federal tax liabilit y
of other taxpayer's must be increased, which is not equitable .

• Global competitiveness . How would the new system affect the ability of businesses to compete globally ?
How does the system compare to that of other countries ?
How can the public effectively evaluate proposals? Mos t
proposals are not complete in that they do not specify what happens to other parts of the tax law, and definition s
and transition rules are lacking . Also, it will be easier to evaluate short-term effects than long-term effects, bu t
without the long-term evaluation, the public may not give a complete look at tax reform . Also, it is difficult t o
evaluate proposals due to uncertainties about prices, interest rates, Federal Reserve actions, impact on the economy ,
short-term versus long-term impacts, etc . How can the government effectively provide enough information to th e
public to allow for an appropriate discussion of the issues ?

• Adequacy of' information for the public .

In addition, how can discussion and public acceptance be achieved without revenue estimates for each proposal ?
For example, if a proposal suggests a 17% tax rate and the public seems to accept it, what would happen if th e
revenue estimators later determined that the tax rate would have to be higher to generate the higher revenue ?

Our Changing Economy :
The Department of Commerce reports that by the 21st century, telecommunications and information-base d
industries will represent about 20% of the U .S . economy . However, our current tax system is based on th e
industrial age where most transactions were easy to identify and borders of states and countries were obvious . Th e
tax laws were designed to deal with tangible goods and easy to identify transactions . In contrast, services ar e
becoming more important today, and intangibles assets such as software and information, are commonly transferre d
between taxpayers and are easily (and perhaps unknowingly) transferred across borders .
In addition, the methods of documenting and transacting business are becoming more automated, including purel y
electronic transactions (paperless) and involving the use of digital cash .
Will the discussions on revamping our current tax system be based on our current system which best addresse s
tangible and domestic transactions, or will it consider how new technologies, new ways of doing business, new
methods of identifying taxable events, and our more global society should shape a new and workable tax system ?

Politics :
• Name accuracy. Does the name of the tax really indicate what it is taxing? For example, the Armey flat ta x
proposal looks like a tax on earned income, but it can also be labeled as a type of consumption tax .

• Full disclosure. Will politicians expect taxpayer acceptance without complete details of the proposals yet i n
existence? Will the public be given more than just "sound bites" (for example, "a postcard size tax return") ?
How visible is the tax? How visible should the tax be? For example, a sales tax added onto al l
purchases would be very visible, while a value-added tax that is added throughout the production process woul d
be less visible .

• Visibility .
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• Permanency . How easy would it be to change any new plan if enacted? For example, could credits be adde d
to a flat tax system? Could the rate easily be increased? Could incentives for certain activities be added? Non e
of the current proposals are immune from this possibility (that is, our income tax is not unique in its ability t o
include various incentives) . For example, under a national retail sales tax, certain products or services could b e
exempt to provide them an advantage . A 1995 OECD report on consumption taxes noted that some countries hav e
lowered VAT rates for labor-intensive businesses as a way of promoting employment and have also incorporate d
environmental goals into the VAT system . 5 p

• Social and economic policies . If we want incentives for certain activities, and they are not easily provide d
for by a new tax system, would more direct grants from government be utilized? What concerns might exist wit h
such a system ?

• Impact of lobbyists on tax reform . How likely is it that a flat tax system with many deductions and specia l
incentives removed will be enacted? Economist Milton Friedman argues that it cannot be enacted because th e
ability of Members of Congress to raise campaign funds is related to their ability to enact special provisions . 5 1

• Politics versus economics.

Will the debate be driven by politics or economics? For example, will certai n
preferences be put in a system (such as a home mortgage deduction), even though it does not make economic sense
under the new type of tax (such as a consumption-based flat tax)? Compare the Armey and Spector flat ta x
proposals for example, both based on the Hall-Rabushka plan, but with differing deductions .

• Ignoring employment tax concerns . How will reform interact with the any reform of the Socia l

Security and Medicare systems? Is it possible to make any improvements to the income ta x
system without also considering other types of taxes that currently exist? "
Refocus - how will it change investment activities, tax strategies and expectations, an d
government operations as we know them :

5°

"OECD Group Issues First Report on Consumption Taxes, " by Iekel, 95 STN 161-31 (8/21/95) .

5'

" Why a Flat Tax Is Not Politically Feasible, " by Milton Friedman, Wall Street Journal, March 30, 1995, pg . A16 .

A set of bills were introduced by Senators Kerrey (D-NE) and Simpson (R-WY) in 1995 (S . 818 to S . 825) to make majo r
reforms to resolve the many problems in the Social Security system . Both senators were members of the Bipartisa n
Commission on Entitlement and Tax Reform . The bills include several proposals such as increasing the retirement age ,
studying ways to improve the accuracy of the consumer price index, provide limits on certain retirement cost-of-livin g
adjustments, and allowing for personal investment plans funded by employee social security payroll deductions .
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• Real estate market. How will removal of incentives for real estate, including the hom e
mortgage interest deduction, affect real estate markets? 53 Economists and politicians have differing
views on this question . What is the correct analysis and answer ?
Will rules allowing for the immediate expensing of real estate by businesses lead to overdevelopment? Or, wil l
the rule requiring the entire sales proceeds to be included in income upon later sales (as well as the removal o f
the deduction for interest expense) prevent overbuilding ?
• Charitable organizations . How would removal of the charitable contribution deduction affect the quantity o f
contributions and the make-up of the recipients of such contributions ?
• Non-profits and tax liabilities . How will government agencies and charities be taxed? For example, if a VAT wer e
enacted, would these entities which are currently tax-exempt be allowed some type of credit for the taxes paid o n
purchases? If not, how will the impact of this cost be factored into reform proposals ?
• Fringe benefits and the role of government. If deductions for employee fringe benefits are removed, will employer s
continue to offer such benefits? If not, will wages rise so that employees can purchase their own benefits, suc h
as medical insurance? If fringes are converted to wages, will all workers be able to afford their own benefits, suc h
as health care? What if workers chose not to buy their own medical insurance? Will new incentives be needed ?
Note that under the flat tax proposals, any conversion of fringe benefits to wages also shifts the tax burden fro m
businesses to individuals . What effect would this have on the cost of fringe benefits? Will governmen t
involvement be needed to protect lower-income workers ?
• Estate planning. What transfer taxes (such as estate and gift taxes), if any, will exist? If none, how will estat e
planning change ?
• Tax treaties . Will tax treaties with other countries have to be renegotiated? What time frame would be involve d
to make this happen, if necessary?
• Relevance of business form . How will removal of the relevance of the type of business entity affect current
businesses and new businesses ?
• Existing debt. How will removal of the current tax system's preference for debt over equity affect companies tha t
are currently heavily debt laden? How will it affect the capital formation markets ?

57 A 1995 study be DRI-McGraw Hill estimated that under a flat tax that eliminates the home mortgage interest an d
property tax deductions, the average home owner would see his home decline in value by about 15% in the first two years .
"Homeowners, Builders, and Realtors Say Flat Tax Would Harm Housing Industry," Tax Notes Today, 95 TNT 127-3 6
(6/30/95) . This study was criticized by Congressman Armey. Among other concerns, Mr . Armey suggested that the stud y
did not properly forecast the impact of the flat tax on interest rates . "Armey Challenges Real Estate Study's Case Agains t
Flat Tax," Tax Notes Today, 95 TNT 127-20 (6/30/95) .
In testimony before the Kemp Commission, the National Association of Realtors (NAR) stated that the current stock o f
single-family housing in the U .S . is worth about $8 trillion and that over half of this amount represents homeowner equity ,
an amount greater than the value of all stock listed on the NYSE . The NAR referred to home ownership as the " bedrock
of capital formation in this country ." The NAR also stated that tax incentives made the wealth accumulated in hom e
ownership possible . They also stated that any repeal of the home mortgage interest deduction would be a change in a socia l
contract and should be considered outside the context of tax reform . "We believe that overhauling the tax system through
radical changes to the [mortgage interest deduction] would destroy a significant portion of the wealth of this country . "
" Realtors Testimony At Tax Reform Commission Hearing," Tax Notes Today, 95 TNT 176-28 (9/8/95) .
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• Recordkeepingchanges . How will recordkeeping change? For example, businesses have many records which ar e
only kept for tax purposes, such as those to track inventory figures for tax purposes . What new records will be
needed? Will current recordkeeping systems be capable of tracking or producing any new data or reports? 5 4
• Will we adjust to a new system? The current system encourages various adjustments in taxpayer behavior fro m

filing returns, making estimated tax payments, taking advantages of special provisions, such as charitabl e
contributions of appreciated property, and the research tax credit . In addition, tax rules tend to have an effect a s
evidenced by the construction boom that occurred when a number of special tax provisions were enacted in th e
early 1980s, and the decline in the creation of tax shelters when the passive activity loss limitation rules wer e
added in 1986 . x 5
Design issues :
• The tax base. How broad should the tax base be? The broader the tax base, the lower the tax rate . But, a broa d
base may be disadvantageous to the poor and the elderly (particularly with a consumption-based tax) . Also, a
broad base may include items and transactions that were previously not taxed such as government services an d
health care .
• Exemptions . Should any exemptions be allowed? Exemptions will raise the tax rate for taxable items an d
transactions . Exemptions also raise issues of equity and fairness, may add complexities to the system and woul d
likely increase administrative and compliance costs . On the other hand, some exemptions may instead lowe r
administrative costs with a corresponding small loss of revenue . For example, a 1993 GAO report noted that a
VAT that exempted small businesses with gross receipts of $100,000 or less would reduce the number o f
businesses subject to the tax from 24 million to 9 million, reduce administrative costs by about 33%, and reduc e
revenue collected by less than 3% . 5 6
• Taxing the wealthy. Will additional taxes be added to a system to improve the perceived "fairness" of a proposal ?
For example, might a luxury excise tax be added to a flat tax regime to improve the perception that the wealth y
are paying their "fair" share of taxes? Or, might a securities transfer excise tax be added on stock transactions fo r
the same reason ?
• Lead time. How easy will it be for taxpayers to learn the new system and adjust to it? How much lead time, i f
any, is needed for taxpayers to adjust their recordkeeping to the new system ?
• Is the exercise worthwhile? Is the change to a new system worthwhile, or are new difficulties simply substitute d

for old difficulties, new imperfect rules for old imperfect rules ?

xq For example, there have occasionally been suggestions that compliance among independent contractors could be improve d
by requiring service-recipients to withhold taxes on payments made to contractors . Businesses have typically responde d
to such proposals by noting that their current accounts payable systems cannot accommodate such withholding .
ss These rules are also good illustrations of the potential negative impacts to the economy that can occur when the tax law s
are used to effect social and economic policy . The generous depreciation rates led to overbuilding, which followed b y
restrictive rules on deducting rental losses with the Tax Reform Act of 1986, led to declines in property values . The
declines in values led to much debt restructuring, failures of some savings & loans and thrifts and an eventual cost to th e
government of "bailing out" some of these institutions and their investors . What potential impacts to the economy ma y
result under the various tax reform proposals? Will such effects be negative or positive ?
56

GAO-GGD-93-78, supra , pages 3-4, 6, 62 - 63 .
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• Permanence . What mechanism can be put in place to be sure that changes are not made to the system each yea r
which would add to complexity and raise concerns over whether the reform exercise should even have taken place ?
Congressman Barton (R-TX) introduced a resolution s' to amend the U .S . Constitution to require a 3/5ths majorit y
for any bill that would increase the rate or base of any tax . Some of the tax reform proposals include simila r
restrictions .
State and Local Tax and Fiscal Issues :
• State conformity. How likely is it that states would conform to any new federal tax system? Would they nee d
additional time to determine how to adapt and to set a tax rate? Will its citizens demand conformity to the federa l
system to achieve simplification ?
• Government bond market . How would an exemption for all interest and dividends affect financial markets and stat e
and local governments? For example, what incentives would exist for investors to buy state and local government s
bonds when all types of interest income are tax-exempt? Would the interest rate on state and local bonds increas e
or decrease ?
• Property tax base . If a flat tax with no deduction for mortgage interest or property taxes is enacted and real estat e
values fall, as some economists predict, how will state and local governments make up the resulting drop i n
property tax collections?
• Taxpayer demands . I-low will states react if its taxpayers react to removal of a deduction for state income an d
property taxes by demanding that such taxes be lowered ?
• Reliance on federal tax mechanism . If the federal income tax system were eliminated, could states realisticall y
keep their income tax systems in place? Many state income tax systems are based on the federal tax system ,
including terminology and rules . In addition, many states rely on federal tax audits for identifying adjustment s
to state tax returns .
• Input from state tax administrators. Will federal reformers include state and local tax administrators in the debate ?
The "Kemp" Commission includes two state administrators . Dan R . Bucks, Executive Director of the Multistat e
Tax Commission has stated : S B
States cannot afford to ignore the debate over the shape of the nation's tax system . All of the major proposal s
for federal change will constrain the tax choices available to the states to some degree . It is ironic that as state s
are being assigned more expenditure responsibilities, they may be left with fewer revenue choices . The choic e
that states can make now is to try to influence the decisions of Congress that will vitally affect their future ta x
authority and revenue systems .

57 H .J . Res . 106, Cong . Rec . H8308, 8/2/95 ,
" Federal Tax Restructuring: Perils and Possibilities for the States, " outline by Bucks, MTC meeting, Little Rock, Jul y
1995 .
58
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Wisconsin Governor Thompson (R), Chairman of the National Governors' Association, has noted that federal ta x
reform has serious implications for the states and he plans to form a task force to study the topic so that states ca n
be better prepared in advance . S 9
• The states 'view offederal consumption taxes . The 1990 GAO study found that 81% of state policymakers oppose d
a federal retail sales tax and 68% opposed a VAT . Instead, most favored using existing tax systems to reduce th e
federal budget deficit . "'

Policymakers are concerned that a federal consumption tax could, (1) limit the states '
ability to raise additional revenue from state sales taxes, (2) pressure the states to alte r
their tax bases to conform with the federal tax base, and (3) confuse taxpayers about th e
distinction between state and federal consumption taxes . 6 '
Implementation and Transitional Issues :
Having established the goals and most of the details of a new tax system, it will be necessar y
to turn to a long list of transition issues affecting virtually every industry and every taxpayer .
"Only after we have reached a consensus as to the goal of tax reform, and the appropriate means to achiev e
such goal, should we resolve the issues raised by the transition to such a system . In other words, we hav e
to know where we are going, before we know the best way to get there . if 2

• What type of transitional relief if any, will be provided? For example, if we change from a n
income tax to a consumption tax, will individuals with savings consisting of previously taxed income be abl e
to exempt that savings from the consumption tax on the theory that it has already been taxed once? Wha t
happens to accumulated tax benefits such as net operating losses, capital losses and foreign tax credits? Wha t
types of complexities will transitional rules present ?

• Possible techniques to transition from one tax system to another include :
• provide no transitional relief;
• phase-in the new system while simultaneously phasing out the old system ;
• enact the new system a few years prior to its effective date to allow taxpayers a period to adjust ; and ,
• provide full transitional relief such to ensure that income and deductions are not double counted or
omitted .

• Determining what the new tax rates should be .

Are our current revenue estimating processe s
adequate to project how much revenue a new system can raise? How can unknown changes in behavior b e

59 Daily Tax Reporter, 8/4/95, pg. H-1 .
"° General Accounting Office, Tax Policy: State Tax Officials Have Concerns About a Federal Consumption Tax, GAO/GGD90-50, March 21, 1990, page 31 .
GAO/GGD-90-50, supra, page 4 .
"2

Statement of Senator Danforth upon introduction of S . 2160, Cong. Rec . 6/8/94, S6552-S6553 .
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estimated? The rates given for the current proposals may depend on whether spending can be reduced ,
possible economic effects of the new systems, such as the impact on housing prices and exchange rates, a s
well as actions of the Federal Reserve . For some proposals to stay with the proposed rate, the base of th e
proposed tax system may have to change . For example, Senator Spector and Congressman Souder have
introduced identical flat tax proposals (S . 488 and H .R . 1780) except that S . 488 allows only cash charitabl e
contributions with the deduction limited to $2,500, while H .R . 1780 keeps the current law rules for charitabl e
contributions which could allow charitable contribution up to 50% of adjusted gross income as a deduction .
Clearly, these two proposals do not raise the same amount of revenue, without changing the rate or the base .
Finally, the Treasury Department has questioned Congressman Armey's proposed 20% tax rate, stating tha t
it would have to be higher, a suggestion that Congressman Armey questions .

• What if too much revenue is raised?

If the economy grows after enactment of the new tax system ,
as some sponsors suggest, what will the government do with the additional revenue that is raised ?

• Changed behavior during the transition period.

In the period preceding the effective date of a
new tax system, what will be the effect of changed behavior on the new system? For example, if consumptio n
will be taxed, how will revenue projections be affected by individuals buying cars, prepaying college tuition ,
etc ., immediately prior to the effective date of the new system ?

• Impact of Federal Reserve .

What actions might the Federal Reserve take in response to changing pric e
levels and interest rates and what effect would such action, if any, have on the revenues collected by the ne w
tax system ?

• Educating the public .

Will funds be allocated for educating the public about the new system an d
perhaps boosting audits to help ensure proper compliance with the new rules ?

• Taxpayer readiness and preparations .

How much time will individuals and businesses need to ge t
ready for the new tax system?63 In addition to learning about the new system, businesses (and som e
individuals) may need to revise their computer systems in order to collect the proper data . In addition ,
businesses may need to train employees outside of the tax department . For example, under a VAT, account s
payable and accounts receivable staff would need to be trained to know about exemptions and ne w
recordkeeping and documentation procedures . Similarly, if a national retail sales tax were enacted, sales an d
purchasing personnel would need to be trained as to federal-state differences in what is subject to the tax an d
who is entitled to an exemption .

• Financial statements and Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) .

What wil l
be the effect on financial statements when deferred tax assets and liabilities have to be restated to reflect th e
changed tax system? Will Financial Accounting Statement #109 need to be revised? How will the effec t
change with and without transitional rules (such as allowance of some benefit of loss and credit carryovers) ?
How will the calculation of book-tax adjustments change? Will there be more than under current law, or less ?

Is the Public Ready?

43 The GAO has suggested that, optimally, 18 to 24 months would be needed to adequately prepare for a VAT and that
for a successful transition, an " intensive educational campaign aimed at promoting compliance" would be needed .
GAO/GGD-93-78, supra, pg . 4 .
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• Progressive versus flat .

Flow important is progressivity to the American people? Since 1913, the
individual tax system has been progressive through some combination of graduated tax rates and exemptions .
One of Adam Smith's maxims of taxes was equality - that persons should contribute towards support of th e
government as nearly as possible in proportion to their abilities and to the revenue which they enjoy unde r
the protection of the government (The Wealth of Nations) .
Thinking Points : How can the public easily determine/understand what each individual's tax burde n
is when it may not be paid directly by them . For example, Congressman Armey states that his flat ta x
is fair because income is only taxed once at the source. But, how can the public understand that an
individual with only interest, dividend and capital gain income has really paid his "fair share" of taxes
through the businesses which enabled him to generate his investment income? How can we determin e
whether that person is truly paying their "fair share? "

• Willingness to give up itemized deductions. How important are the current deductions and credit s
to the American people? Are they willing to risk giving up favored deductions for the possibility o f
simplicity? When tax reform was debated back in 1982, a Business Week/Harris poll indicated that 62% o f
those polled favored a single 14% tax rate for everyone and the elimination of almost all deductions .
However, 80% indicated they wanted to keep the medical expense deduction and over 65% were in favor o f
keeping the mortgage interest and charitable contribution deductions . 64 Would these survey results be differen t
now ?

• How willing are the American people to change? The Joint Committee on Taxation projects tha t
for 1995, over 73,000,000 individuals will claim the standard deduction (totaling about $395,201 million i n
taxpayers) while almost 34,000,000 will itemize deductions (totaling about $579,276 million) . 65 While som e
of those claiming the standard deduction may have some complexities on their returns, such as sales of capita l
assets and passive activities, it might also be that a majority of individuals file returns that only involve simpl e
tasks of transferring numbers from W-2s and 1099s . Perhaps the majority of individual filers will not fin d
the current system to be complex enough to justify changing . On the other hand, many filers believe that
other taxpayers can take advantage of special tax advantages and that a simpler system would remov e
loopholes .

• Political guarantees . What guarantees will the public want or demand to ensure that a new tax syste m
will not be changed soon thereafter ?

Suggestions from Government Officials on How to Evaluate Proposals :
Joint Committee on Taxation Criteria and Issues to be Addressed for Tax Reform : 6 6

6a
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"A loss of faith in the progressive tax," Business Week, 9/6/82 .
JCS-7-95, supra, pg . 38 .

G6 As outlined in Joint Committee on Taxation, Description and Analysis of Proposals to Replace the Federal Income Tax (JCS 18-95), 6/5/95 ; and Analysis of Proposals Relating To Broadening The Base and Lowering The Rates of The Income Tax, part
of Hearing before the Committee on Finance, U .S . Senate, 97th Cong . 2d Sess. 9/28 & 29/82 .
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1) Equity - how progressive? The current tax system attempts to assess taxes based on ability to pay . Is that
the best and desired approach? A progressive income tax system is not a perfect system in that a perso n
working 20 hours may earn more than one working 40 hours, but the base remains how much was earned .
Also, our current array of deductions distorts the measure of a person's ability to pay .
2) Efficiency - to what extent does the tax system distort behavior? For example, under a very progressiv e
system, the system may discourage a taxpayer from earning more money . Also, a system that allows for a
deduction for interest, but not dividends, will encourage borrowing over other methods of obtaining funds .
Similarly, where different types of income are taxed differently (such as fringe benefits, capital gains and tax exempt interest), behavior is distorted . "Such distortions can reduce taxpayer welfare and diminish th e
performance of the economy ." '
3) Simplicity - how high are the costs to comply in terms of time and money? Simplicity is a concern for tw o
reasons : 1) complexity uses more resources for both administration and compliance ; and 2) complexity ma y
result in the perception that those with more resources to devote to understanding the system are gaining mor e
from it ." Complexity may also lower compliance rates .
4) Incentives - our current tax system provides certain "subsidies" (see earlier discussion on tax expenditures )
which may be easier to administer through the tax law, than by a separate system of evaluation an d
administration (such as a grant program) . However, the provision of subsidies through the tax law prevent s
them from being evaluated as part of the Congressional budget process each year, adds complexity to the tax
system, and may harm some taxpayer's perception of the equity of the tax system .
5) Ability to Administrate - is the tax system easy for the government to administer and will it encourag e
voluntary compliance by taxpayers? How costly will enforcement be? How easy would it be for taxpayer s
to avoid their tax liabilities ?
6) Transition Issues - will windfalls result for certain taxpayers? Will prices of existing assets and interest rate s
change? Are transitional rules necessary?
The Joint Committee on Taxation lists five reasons why some commentators find transitional rule s
unnecessary :
1) all policy changes will create winners and losers yet transition rules are not always provided ;
2) lack of transition rules will reward those who have diversified their investments as insurance agains t
change ;
3) if transition rules benefit "old wealth" they will hinder the efficiencies of the new system ;
4) our current system includes both income and consumption based elements, thus transitional relief is no t
that important; and ,
5) transition rules add complexity and may reduce the amount of revenue collected . `' '
7) Specific Issues Related to Consumption Taxes - a) difficulty in measuring some types of consumption suc h
as housing consumed over some period of time ; b) issues of taxing government and charitable organization s

JCS-18-95, supra, pg . 59 .

" JCT 9/82 report,

supra,

° JCS-18-95,

pg . 89 .

supra,

pg . 10 .
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(for example, how should free government services be taxed? Should governments and charities be viewe d
as consumers and/or producers? c) how should financial services be taxed?) ; and, d) how should relief to poo r
individuals be provided? (Consumption taxes are regressive) .
8) Structural Issues : 7 0
(1) The definition of income from capital and the treatment of borrowing during periods of inflation .
(2) The taxation of corporate-source income, including the double taxation of dividends and the treatmen t
of retained earnings .
(3) The treatment of noncash income .
(4) The treatment of unrealized income .
(5) Whether a tax on consumer expenditures would be more appropriate than an income tax .
Suggestions of various members of Congress, the Joint Committee on Taxation, and the Treasury :
1) Revenue - will it raise as much revenue as the current system ?
2) Simplicity - is the law easy to understand? What is the recordkeeping burden? Are the items o r
transactions to be taxed easy to measure and capable of objective measurement ?
3) Equity and fairness - equitable distribution of the tax burden ; degree of progressivity ; are similarly situate d
taxpayers treated similarly ?
4) Economic efficiency - keep the interference of the tax laws in business decisions at a minimum .
5) Impact on international competitiveness .
6) Visibility - how visible should a tax be ?
A 1977 Treasury Report suggested the following simplicity considerations for a tax system :
1) Transactions should be objectively observable .
2) The necessary recordkeeping period should be as short as practicable .
3) The rules should be understandable . '

Concerns of the Small Business Administration (SBA) :
In its May 1995 testimony before the House Small Business Panel Hearing on the Flat Tax, the SB A
commented that the flat tax was simple which is important to small businesses. However, they expresse d
concerns over whether the rate would actually be higher than the current effective tax rate for small businesse s
while lower for larger businesses . The SBA also expressed concern as to whether the burden of a flat tax
might fall disproportionately on innovative start-ups, high tech companies, new companies with a rapid growt h
rate, woman and minority-owned businesses, and other small businesses .
The SBA also noted that the flat tax seemed to provide more incentives to invest in physical assets rather tha n
in human capital .

7' JCT 9/82 report, supra, pg . 18 .
71 Blueprints, 1977 supra, pages 42 - 43 .
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Where To Get More Informatio n
Many of the materials listed below include references to additional materials .

Reference Material :

Source:

Bills and materials from Congressional sponsors . 104th Congress : H.R.
2060 (Armey), S . 1050 (Shelby), S . 488 (Spector), S . 722 (USA tax),
H.R. 1780 (Souder), S . 1038 (Helms), H.R. 214 (Crane) ; 103rd Congress :
S . 2160 (Danforth) . Plans without specific legislation: Gibbons, Lugar,
. Gephardt, others .
Joint Committee on Taxation, Description and Analysis of Proposals to
Replace the Federal Income Tax (JCS-18-95), 6/5/95 .
Joint Committee on Taxation, Discussion of Issues Relating to "Flat" Tax
Rate Proposals (JCS-7-95), 4/3195 .
Joint Economic Committee, Consequences of Replacing Federal Taxe s
With A Sales Tax, August 1995 .
Hall and Rabushka, The Flat Tax, 2nd edition, S19 .
Policy Review, Number 73, Summer 1995, two articles :
• J.D . Foster, Even Money, pg . 24 .
• Dick Armev, Caveat Emptor, pg . 31 .
O'Neill & Lutz, "Unlimited Savings Allowance (USA) Tax System," 66
Tax Notes 1482 (3/13/95) .
Warren, " The Proposal for An 'Unlimited Savings Allowance,'" 68 Ta x
Notes 1103 (8/28/95) .
GAO, Implications of Replacing the Corporate Income Tax With a
Consumption Tax, GAO/GGD-93-55, May 1993 .
GAO, Value-Added Tax: Administrative Costs Vary With Complexity an d
Number ofBusinesses, GAO/GGD-93-78, May 1993 .
GAO, State Tax Officials Have Concerns About A Federal Consumptio n
Tax, GAO/GGD-90-50, Mar . 21, 1990 .
Treasury Department, Tax Reform For Fairness, Simplicity, and Economic
Growth - Value-Added Tax, Vol . 3, November 1984 .
Record Testimony of Leslie B . Samuels, Assistant Secretary for Ta x
Policy, 6/7/95, free .
Treasury Department, Blueprints for Basic Tax Reform . 1/17/77 .
Congressional Budget Office, Effects of Adopting a Value-Added Tax ,
February 1992, free.
Shirley D . Peterson, "Restructuring the Tax System," 1994 .
Glaser and Sartor, "Executive Summary of Value-Added Taxes : A
Comparative Analysis," 1993 .
ABA Tax Section, Value Added Tax - A Model Statute, S40 .
AICPA, Design Issues in a Credit Method Value-Added Tax for the Unite d
States, May 1990, (#G00565), free .
AICPA, Statement of Tax Policy 10 - Integration of the Corporate an d
Shareholder Tax Systems, (#058210), 511 .50 .
Bipartisan Commission on Entitlement and Tax Reform, Final Report To
The President, January 1995 ; (#040-000-00652-4), S22 .
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Congressional Record,
Congressional offices, Internet

Government Printing Office (GPO)
(202) 512-1800, Joint
Committe e
GPO (202) 512-1800, Joint
Economic Committee
Hoover Institute Press ,
1-800-9 FLAT TA X
Library ; Policy Review (202) 675 029 1

Tax Notes by Tax Analysts

General Accounting Office, (202 )
512-6000

Tax library .
_
Office of Public Affairs, Treasury
Dept., (202) 622-296 0
A government depository library .
CBO, (202) 226-2809 ; a
government depository library .
The Tax Executive, Jan.-Feb .
1994, pg. 24 .
The Tax Executive, Vol. 45, Jan . Feb. 1993, pg. 26 .
ABA, (202) 331-223 0
AICPA, (800) 862-427 2

GPO (202) 512-1800

Tax Reform Legislation
Not all tax reform proposals had legislation associated with them at the time of this writing . Following i s
a list of tax reform proposals with legislation (although not all bills are complete ; for example, several are
missing transitional rules) . In addition, a list of the new Internal Revenue Code sections proposed by S . 722 ,
the USA Tax Act of 1995, is shown below . Unless otherwise noted, all of the bills are from the 104t h
Congress .
Flat Tax Proposals :
•
•
•
•
•
•

H.R . 214 - Congressman Crane (R-IL)
H .R . 1780 - Congressman Souder (R-IN)
H.R . 2060 - Congressman Armey (R-TX)
S . 488 - Senator Spector (R-PA)
S . 1038 - Senator Helms (R-NC)
S . 1050 - Senator Shelby (identical to H .R . 2060) (R-AL)

Other Proposals :
• S . 2160 (103rd Congress) - Senators Danforth and Bore n
• S . 722 - Senators Domenici, Nunn and Kerrey (USA Tax Act of 1995 )
Internal Revenue Code Sections proposed by S . 722 :
SEC . 1 . USA INCOME TAX .
SEC . 2 . PERSONS LIABLE FOR THE USA INCOME TAX .
SEC . 3 . GROSS INCOME .
SEC . 4 . EXCLUSIONS FROM GROSS INCOME .
SEC . 5 . ALIMONY AND CHILD SUPPORT DEDUCTIONS .
SEC . 6 . PERSONAL AND DEPENDENCY DEDUCTION .
SEC . 7 . FAMILY LIVING ALLOWANCE .
SEC . 8 . USA DEDUCTIONS .
SEC . 9 . HOMEOWNER DEDUCTION .
SEC . 10 . EDUCATION DEDUCTION .
SEC . 11 . PHILANTHROPIC TRANSFER DEDUCTION .
SEC . 12 . TRANSITION BASIS DEDUCTION .
SEC . 13 . LIMITATION ON DEDUCTIONS .
SEC . 15 . TAX RATES .
SEC . 16 . KIDDIE TAX .
SEC . 17 . RULES FOR FILING STATUS AND RATE TABLES .
SEC . 20 . USA TAX CREDITS .
SEC . 21 . PAYROLL TAX CREDIT .
SEC . 22 . EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT .
SEC . 23 . TAXES-PAID TAX CREDIT .
SEC . 24 . INDEXING FOR INFLATION .
SEC . 50 . UNLIMITED SAVINGS ALLOWANCE .
SEC . 51 . DEFERRED INCOME .
SEC . 52 . BASIC COMPUTATION RULES .
SEC . 53 . ADDITIONS TO SAVINGS ; SAVINGS ASSETS .
SEC . 54 . WITHDRAWALS .
SEC . 55 . NET NONEXEMPT BORROWING .
SEC . 56 . SPECIAL RULES .
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SEC . 57 . GENERAL BASIS ACCOUNT .
SEC . 58 . ANTI-ABUSE RULES .
SEC . 71 . EFFECT OF BASIS .
SEC . 72 . BASIS .
SEC . 73 . BASIS IN BUSINESS ENTITIES .
SEC . 74 . GRATUITOUS TRANSFERS .
SEC . 75 . TRANSACTIONS INVOLVING BUSINESS ENTITIES .
SEC . 76 . ROLLOVER ON RESIDENCE SALE .
SEC . 77 . OTHER NONRECOGNITION TRANSACTIONS .
SEC . 78 . LOSSES .
SEC . 91 . INTEREST ON TAX-EXEMPT BONDS .
SEC . 92 . COMBAT PAY .
SEC . 93 . QUALIFIED MILITARY BENEFIT .
SEC . 94 . QUALIFIED FOSTER CARE PAYMENTS .
SEC . 95 . COMPENSATION FOR INJURIES OR SICKNESS .
SEC . 96 . MEALS OR LODGING FURNISHED FOR THE CONVENIENCE OF THE EMPLOYE R
SEC . 97 . CERTAIN FRINGE BENEFITS .
SEC . 101 . CHARITABLE, ETC . ORGANIZATIONS .
SEC . 102 . PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS .
SEC . 111 . CONTRIBUTIONS OF PERSONAL-USE PROPERTY TO A BUSINES S
SEC . 112 . RULES FOR RENTAL OF REAL ESTATE .
SEC . 113 . RULES FOR HOBBY ACTIVITY .
SEC . 114 . LAND COMPANIES .
SEC . 121 . TAXABLE YEAR .
SEC . 122 . CASH METHOD OF ACCOUNTING .
SEC . 131 . TAX ON NONRESIDENT ALIEN INDIVIDUALS .
SEC . 132 . TAX TREATMENT OF CERTAIN COMMUNITY INCOME OF NONRESIDEN T
SEC . 133 . RELATIONSHIP WITH TREATIES .
SEC . 141 . GENERAL RULES FOR TRUSTS .
SEC . 142 . BASIS AND PREVIOUSLY TAXED AMOUNTS OF TRUSTS .
SEC . 143 . DEEMED DISTRIBUTIONS ; PROXY TAX .
SEC . 144 . TRUSTS .
SEC . 145 . ESTATES .
SEC . 151 . DEFINITIONS .
SEC . 152 . RULES OF APPLICATION .
SEC . 202 . GROSS PROFITS .
SEC . 203 . TAXABLE RECEIPTS .
SEC . 204 . DEDUCTIBLE AMOUNTS .
SEC . 205 . COST OF BUSINESS PURCHASES .
SEC . 206 . BUSINESS ENTITY AND BUSINESS ACTIVITY .
SEC . 207 . LOSS CARRYOVER DEDUCTION .
SEC . 210 . CONTRIBUTIONS TO A BUSINESS ENTITY .
SEC . 211 . DISTRIBUTIONS OF PROPERTY .
SEC . 212 . ASSET ACQUISITIONS .
SEC . 213 . MERGERS AND STOCK ACQUISITIONS .
SEC . 214 . SPINOFFS, SPLITOFFS, ETC .
SEC . 215 . ALLOCATION OF CERTAIN TAX ATTRIBUTES .
SEC . 220 . GENERAL ACCOUNTING RULES .
SEC . 221 . USE OF THE CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS METHOD OF ACCOUNTIN G
SEC . 222 . TAXABLE YEAR .
SEC . 223 . LONG-TERM CONTRACTS .
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SEC . 224 . POST-SALE PRICE ADJUSTMENTS AND REFUNDS .
SEC . 225 . BAD DEBTS .
SEC . 226 . TRANSITION RULES .
SEC . 230 . NO DEDUCTION FOR LAND PURCHASED FOR NONBUSINESS US E
SEC . 231 . TAXABLE RECEIPTS FROM SALE OF LAND HELD FOR NONBUSINESS US E
SEC . 232 . CERTAIN RENTAL PROPERTY .
SEC . 235 . GENERAL RULES .
SEC . 236 . FEES FOR FINANCIAL INTERMEDIATION SERVICES .
SEC . 237 . DEDUCTIBLE INSURANCE PREMIUMS .
SEC . 238 . NONDEDUCTIBLE INSURANCE PREMIUMS .
SEC . 239 . CERTAIN IMPLICIT FEES FOR FINANCIAL INTERMEDIATIO N
SEC . 241 . ACTIVITIES CONSTITUTING A FINANCIAL INTERMEDIATIO N
SEC . 242 . GENERAL RULE FOR TAXATION.
SEC . 243 . SPECIAL RULES FOR BANKS .
SEC . 244 . INSURANCE COMPANIES .
SEC . 245 . FINANCIAL PASS-THRU ENTITIES .
SEC . 246 . FINANCIAL INTERMEDIATION BY OTHER BUSINESSES .
SEC . 251 . EXEMPTION FOR GOVERNMENTAL ENTITIES .
SEC . 252 . TAXABLE ACTIVITY OF GOVERNMENTAL ENTITIES .
SEC . 253 . TAX-EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS .
SEC . 254 . SPECIAL RULES FOR (C)(3) ORGANIZATIONS .
SEC . 255 . TAX ON UNRELATED BUSINESS ACTIVITY .
SEC . 256 . UNRELATED BUSINESS ACTIVITY .
SEC . 260 . PATRONAGE DIVIDENDS OF COOPERATIVES .
SEC . 265 . EXPORTS OF PROPERTY OR SERVICES .
SEC . 266 . IMPORTS OF PROPERTY OR SERVICES .
SEC . 267 . IMPORT OR EXPORT OF SERVICES .
SEC . 268 . INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SERVICES .
SEC . 269 . INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS .
SEC . 270 . INSURANCE .
SEC . 271 . BANKING SERVICES .
SEC . 276 . TREATMENT OF POSSESSIONS .
SEC . 281 . AMOUNT OF CREDIT .
SEC . 282 . CURRENT-YEAR PAYROLL TAX CREDIT .
SEC . 283 . CREDIT CARRYOVER.
SEC . 286 . IMPOSITION OF TAX ON PROPERTY .
SEC . 287 . IMPOSITION OF TAX ON IMPORT OF SERVICES .
SEC . 288 . GENERAL RULES FOR THE IMPORT TAX .
SEC . 290 . AMORTIZATION OF TRANSITION BASIS .
SEC . 291 . SALES OF TRANSITION BASIS PROPERTY .
SEC . 292 . CARRYOVERS .
SEC . 293 . SECTION 481 ADJUSTMENTS .
SEC . 301 . RETURNS, DUE DATES, ETC .
SEC . 302 . CONSOLIDATED RETURNS .
SEC . 310 . DEFINITIONS .
SEC . 311 . RULES OF APPLICATION .
SEC . 400 . EFFECT OF CHAPTER 3 .
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Comparison of Proposals for Major Federal Tax Reform
The following chart compares certain aspects of the major types of proposals that are part of the federal tax reform debate . Other proposals also exist, such
as the "tithe" tax, introduced by Rep. Crane in 1995 (H.R . 214) which imposes a 10% tax only on the earned income of individuals, less an exemption amount .
The specific legislation of each proposal (if available) should be reviewed for further details . Note how the tax base, rates and credits differ for each proposal ,
as well as where the direct burden of the tax falls . Note: the details of some proposals continue to change.
Armey Flat Tax
(H .R . 2060)*

USA Tax
(S . 722)

Subtraction VAT
(Rep . Gibbons)

Tax rate

17% (20% for first
two years)

progressive schedule; MFJ rate s
when fully phased-in : 8% up to
$5,400, 19 % up to $24,000 and
40% over $24,000 ; to be
adjusted for inflation

tax only applies t o
businesses, bu t
high income
individuals may be
subject to some
type of direct tax

Lugar suggest s
17% ; others say
rate must be
higher ; rate
depends on what
exemptions are
allowed

progressive schedule ; MFJ
rates: 10% up to $40,200, 20 %
up to $97,150, 26% up t o
$148,150, 32% up to $264,450 ,
34% over $264,45 0

Gross income

earned income
(wages, salaries ,
pensions) for work
performed in U .S . ;
unemployment
compensation ;
taxable income o f
dependent chil d
under age 14 (child
does not file)

similar to current law except
that some fringe benefits
includible, as well as "deferred
income" (withdrawal of
previously deducted savings) ;
kiddie tax remains

n/a

n/a

same as current law, plu s
fringe benefits, all interest ,
employer pension contributions;
remove foreign earned income
exclusion, IRA/Keogh
deduction, self-employed healt h
insurance deduction

Standard deduction o r
family allowance

MFJ = $21,40 0
HH = $14,00 0
S = $10,700
adjusted for
inflation

MFJ = $7,400
HH = $5,400
S = $4,400
adjusted for inflation ; available
in addition to other deductions

n/a ; low-income
individuals may
receive some type
of relief

n/a ; note that foo d
and medicine may
be exempted from
tax

MFJ = $8,35 0
HH = $7,35 0
S = $5,000

National Retail
Sales Tax
(Senator Lugar)

Modified Income Tax
(Rep . Gephardt)

Individuals:

® Nellen, 1995

Armey Flat Tax
(H.R . 2060)*

Subtraction VA T
(Rep . Gibbons)

USA Ta x
(S . 722)

National Retail
Sales Tax
(Senator Lugar)

Modified Income Ta x
(Rep . Gephardt)

Dependency
exemption

$5,000 each
(dependents only) ;
adjusted for
inflation

$2,550 each, including taxpayer
and spouse

n/a

n/a

$2,750 each, including taxpayer
and spouse ; no details on
whether current phase-out rule
for high-income individuals
remain s

Other deductions

none

Mortgage interest - similar to
current law ; no deduction for
home equity interest . Qualifie d
higher education deduction up t o
$2,000 per eligible student ;
$8,000 max ., adj . for inflation .
Alimony . Charitable
contributions . Transition basi s
deduction for certain qualified
savings assets . Unlimited
savings allowance (USA) fo r
excess of additions to saving s
over taxable withdrawals fro m
savings less certain non-taxable
sources ; savings assets do no t
include land, cash on hand o r
collectibles .

n/a

n/a

only mortgage interest
(apparently including home
equity interest) ; investment
interest and job-related expenses
(with floor) moved above the
line (for adjusted gross incom e
(AGI)) ; no details on whether
current law reduction i n
itemized deductions for high
income taxpayers remain s

Allowable credits

none

EITC, refundable credit for
withheld FICA/HI (limited to
FICA wage base), foreign tax
credit

n/a

n/a

EITC ; foreign tax credit

HH - head of househ o
MFT marred filing jointly
FICA - Federal Insurance Contributions Act (Social Security)

® Nellen, 1995

S - single
HI - Hospital Insurance (Medicare)

- earned income tax credit

Armey Flat Ta x
(H .R . 2060)*

USA Tax
(S . 722)

Subtraction VAT
(Rep . Gibbons)

National Retail
Sales Tax
(Senator Lugar)

Modified Income Tax
(Rep . Gephardt)

Businesses :
Relevance of entity

all businesses taxed
the same

all businesses taxed the same

all businesses
taxed the same

tax collected by
retail businesses

same as current law

Tax base overview

similar to
subtraction VA T
except wages
deductible (but
taxed to employees
at same rate) ;
excludes foreig n
source income
(territorial) ; exports
included in tax base

subtraction VAT ; territorial
rather than worldwide base ;
exports excluded from base
while imports subject to tax

subtraction VAT ;
exports excluded
from base while
imports subject to
tax

similar to state
sales taxes, except
base likely to b e
broader; not clea r
if also imposed o n
business purchase s
not held for resale

same as current law ; sponso r
seeks to cut "corporate welfare "
by over $50 billion (such as by
eliminating some deductions an d
preferences) and use the funds
to cut taxes for small businesses

Tax rate

17 % (20 % for first
two years)

11 %

single unspecified
rate ; revenue
neutrality relevan t
in setting rate

n/a

same as under current law, but
see tax base comment abov e

Gross income

all U.S . source and
export income and
proceeds from sale
of fixed assets ;
investment income
excluded

receipts from sale or use o f
property (including previousl y
expensed assets) an d
performance of services in the
U .S ., generally interest an d
dividends excluded

sales of goods an d
services, including
sales of previously
expensed assets ;
exports excluded

n/a

same as under current law, but
see tax base comment abov e

Fixed assets

deductible busines s
expense

deductible business expense

deductibl e
business expense

n/a

same as under current law, but
see tax base comment abov e

Inventory

deductible business
expense

deductible business expense

deductibl e
business expense

n/a

same as under current law, but
see tax base comment above

Deductions :
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Armey Flat Tax
(H.R. 2060)*

USA Tax
(S . 722)

Subtraction VAT
(Rep . Gibbons)

National Retai l
Sales Tax
(Senator Lugar)

Modified Income Tax
(Rep . Gephardt)

Compensation

employee wages for
services performe d
in U .S . ,
contributions t o
qualified retirement
plans, payments to
contractors

employee wages not deductibl e
(represent value added) ;
payments to independent
contractors deductible

employees wages
not subtracte d
(represent value
added)

n/a

same as under current law, bu t
see tax base comment abov e

Other

any excise or sale s
tax or customs dut y
imposed on business
purchases

taxes paid on property or
services purchased ; transition
basis deduction to recover
remaining basis of inventory
and depreciable assets at
transition date

generall y
purchases fro m
other businesses

n/a

same as under current law, but
see tax base comment above

Not deductible

fringe benefits ,
interest, taxes

employee wages, taxable fring e
benefits, interest, taxes

employee
compensation ;
interest, taxes

n/a

same as under current law, but
see tax base comment abov e

Credits

none

refundable credit for employe e
FICA/HI

none

n/a

same as under current law, but
see tax base comment abov e

Accounting methods

not specified;
depreciation and
inventory rules
removed

generally same as current law,
except depreciation and
inventory accounting no longer
pertinent

not specified;
depreciation and
inventory rules
removed

n/a

same as under current law, but
see tax base comment abov e

Net operating losses

unlimited carryover
increased by an
interest factor

15 year carryforward

tax credit (refund )
if purchases
exceed sales

n/a

same as under current law, but
see tax base comment abov e

Transitional relief

none specified

provided for inventory an d
not specified
not specified
n/a
depreciable property at
transition date, but loss and
credit carryovers disappear
H . R . 2060 is identica to S . 1050 (Shelby, R-AL) . The key differences between the Armey at tax and the Spector at tax (S . 488) is that th Spector proposal calls for a
20% rate and individuals are allowed to deduct, in addition to a standard deduction, 1) interest on acquisition indebtedness for a qualified residence, limited to $100,000 of
debt, and 2) cash charitable contributions, limited to $2,500 .
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Comparative Analysis of Proposals for Major Federal Tax Reform
The following chart uses various criteria to evaluate how the proposals for major reform address some of the problems of our current tax system . Several factors
are not listed because they are difficult to assess . Additional evaluation criteria include : effect on size and operation of the IRS ; impact on decision-making ,
such as choice of business entity, investment choices and estate planning ; possibility of reducing the tax gap and reaching the underground economy ; impact
on global competition; treatment of financial institutions, governments and non-profits ; and "fairness" (to some people, this subjective concept means a singl e
tax rate rather than progressive rates, to others it means just the opposite; also to some it means taxing all types of income similarly) .
Tax:

Flat tax
(Armey)

USA tax
(Nunn/Domenici)

Subtraction VAT
(Gibbons)

postcard-size ta x
returns ; reduced
recordkeeping fo r
individuals ; most 1099 s
eliminated

possibly increased for
individuals due to nee d
to track savings and
borrowing activity

businesses only file
postcard size ta x
return ; no busines s
would be exempt ; to
maintain current
distribution of tax
burden, high income
individuals may remain
as direct taxpayers

What happens
to these issues :
Compliance burden

apital versus ordinary
distinction

• • t relevant ; capital gains a3parently no longer
not relevant
and losses not taxed
relevant ; no special tax
rate or rules provided ;
generally, loss from
disposition of saving s
assets not deductible ,
but increases general
basis account

National Sales Tax
(Lugar)

Modified Income Ta x
(Rep . Gephardt)

filing burden falls on r ;moval of most
retail businesses ;
individual deduction s
proposed to be
likely to simplify
administered by states ,
compliance; sponso r
not by the IRS
notes that majority o f
individuals will no t
have to file

not relevant

all income to be taxed th e
same, but capital los s
limitation likely
remains

Imputed interest

remains

remains

remains

remains

remains

Employee versu s
independent contractor

remains

enhanced importance businesses cannot
deduct wages

enhanced importance businesses cannot
deduct wages

issue remains for
employment tax
purposes

remains
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Tax :
What happens
to these issues:

Flat tax
(Armey)

USA tax
(Nunn/Domenici)

Subtraction VAT
(Gibbons)

National Sales Tax
(Lugar)

Modified Income Tax
(Rep . Gephardt)

Alternative minimum
tax (AMT)

eliminated

eliminated

likely eliminated

eliminated

likely not eliminated

Corporate integration

achieved

not obvious

achieved

achieved

not achieved

Regressivity o f
individual tax

large personal
exemption provides
relief for low-income
taxpayers, but
additional relief of the
EITC eliminated

refundable FICA/HI
credit ; EITC;
progressive rate
structure, but maximum
rate starts at low level ;
in effect, wages doubl e
taxed (but business gets
FICA/HI credit)

mechanism needed to
provide relief, is a
regressive tax ;
additional reporting
needed if mechanism i s
based on income

mechanism needed t o
provide relief, is a
regressive tax ;
additional reporting
needed if mechanism i s
based on income

rates reduced, but base
expanded ; EITC
remains

GATT compatible
(border adjustable)?

no ; per Rep . Armey
(and others), is not a
concern because ability
to adjust at border is
not effective in
reducing trade deficit

yes

potential concern that
only credit invoice
VAT is border
adjustable

yes

no

Other taxes, such as
employment, estate and
gift, and excise taxes?

estate and gift taxes
repealed under theory
that income only taxed
once; employment
taxes remain ; excise
taxes not addressed

funds continue to g o
into FICA/HI, but the n
refunded throug h
income tax (except that
HI above FICA wag e
base is not refundable) ;
other taxes no t
addressed

employment taxes
eliminated fo r
employees, not clea r
what employment taxes
eliminated for
employers ; other taxes
likely remain

employment taxes
remain; estate and gift
taxes eliminated ; excise
taxes not addressed

other taxes likel y
remain

- Federal Insurance Contnbutions Act (Social Security
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Hospital Insurance (Medicare) EITC - earn ed income tax credi t

Appendix I I
Tax Rzpenditare Dater of Initial
Aut5erlzatloe and 1993 Revenue Losse s

AppendixII

Tax Expenditure Dates of Initial
Authorization and 1993 Revenue Losses
About 10 percent (14 tax expendit>L :s) of the 124 income tax
expenditures present in 1993 were authorized by either the Payne-Aldrich
Tariff Act of 1909 (which established the corporate income tax) or th e
Revenue Act of 1913 (which established the individual income tax) an d
thus have been part of the current income tax system since its inception.
The Internal Revenue Code is also the result of thousands of incremental
decisions compiled in about three dozen major bills enacted since 1913 .
Table I1 .1 presents icr's revenue loss estimates for each of the 124 tax
expenditures it listed for 1993. This table also shows the year each ta x
expenditure was fast enacted and the enabling legislation.

Function
National defense
Exclusion of benefits and
allowances to Armed Force s
personnel
Exclusion of military disability
benefits
International affairs
Exclusion of income earned
abroad by U .S . citizens
Exclusion of certain allowances
for Federal employees abroad
Exclusion of income of foreign
sales corporations
Deferral of income of controlled
foreign corporations
Inventory property sales source
rule exception
Interest allocation rules
exception for certain
nonfinancial institutions
General science, space
and technology
Expensing of research and
development expenditure s
Energy

Year

First enacted
Act, court case, or regulation

1925

Jones v . U .S . (60 Ct. Cl . 552)

Individuals
1993 Estimate .
(in billions)
$2 .0

1942

1942 Revenue Act

1926

1926 Revenue Act

1 .5

1943

1943 Revenue Act

0 .2

1984

Deficit Reduction Act of 1984

1909

Accepted practice 1909 . 1962; restricted
under the Revenue Act of 1962
1921 Revenue Act and Tax Reform Act of
1986

1 .0

Tax Reform Act of 1986

0 .1

1921
and
1986
1986

1954

Section 174, Internal Revenue Code

Expensing of exploration and
development costs (other fuels )

Excess of percentage over cost
depletion (oil and gas)

Table 11 .1 : Initial Authority for Tax Expenditures and JCT' s 1993 Revenue Loss Estimates
Corporations
1993 Estimate'
(in billions)

Function
Expensing of exploration and
development costs (o9 and gas)

0 .1

51 . 5

4 .0

Excess of percentage over cost
depletion (other fuels )

Credit for enhanced oil recovery
cost.
Alternative fuel production credi t
Alcohol fuel credit s
Exclusion of Interest on state
and local government Industrial
development bonds for energy
production facilitie s
Expensing of tertiary In)ectant s
Natural resources and
environmen t
Expensing of exploration and
development costs, nonfue i
minerals
Excess of percentage over cos t
depletion, nonfuei mineral s

Investment credit and 7-yea r
amortization for reforestatio n
expenditures
Expensing multiperiod
timber-growing costs

1 .8

First enacted
Year Act, court case, or regulatio n
1918 Treasury Regulation (T.D. 45 . article 223 )
established that such costs were ordinary
operating expenses. Development cost s
were specifically enacted In 1954 Interna l
Revenue Code and exploration costsni
1951 Revenue Act.
1918 Treasury Regulation (T .0.45 . article 223 )
established that such costs were ordinary
operating expenses. Specifically enacted
In the 1954 Internal Revenue Code.
1918 Depletion on a discovery-value basi s
accepted practice 1918-1928 ;1926
Revenue Act enacted percentage over
cost depletion for o9 and gas.
1918 Depletion on a discovery-value basi s
accepted practice 1918-1928; 193 2
Revenue Act enacted percentage ove r
cost depletion for other fuels .
1990 Omnibus Budget and Reconciliation Act
of 1990
1980 Crude 09 Wlndfa9 Profit Tax Act of 1980
1980 Crude Olt Windfall Profit Tax Mt of 1980

Individuals
1993 Estimate '
(In billions )

Corporations
1993 Estimate'
(in billions)
0.2

0 .1

0 .2

0.6

02
•

•

1980 Crude O9 Windfall Profit Tax Act of 1980

o

0. 1

1980 Crude 09 WIndfa9 Profit Tax Act of 1980

1951 1951 Revenue Act
1918 Depletion one discovery-value basis
accepted practice 1918 .1931 1932
Revenue Act enacted percentage over
cost depletion .
1980 Recreational Boating Safety and Facilitie s
Improvement Act of 1980

0. 2

1923 A 1923 Income tax ruling was the firs t
and distinguishing between what expense s
1988 might be deductible and what expense s
might be capitalized . The Tax Reform Ac t
of 1988 excepted timber from uniform
capitalization rules.

0.4

(continued)
(continued )
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Tat Expenditure Date. of Initia l
Au Nortutlea and 1993 Revenue Lewes

Investment tax credit for
rehabilitation of histori c
structures
Special rules for mining
reclamation reserves
Agriculture
Expensing of soil and water
conservation expenditures

1976

First enacted
Act, court case, or regulation
Exclusion of Interest on state and local
bonds accepted practice until 1968 .
Sewage and water exception was
explicitly enacted In Revenue
Expenditure and Contra Act of 1968. Tax
Reform Act of 1986 excepted hazardou s
waste facilities.
Tax Reform Act of 1976

1964

Deficit Reduction Act of 1984

1954

Expensing of fertilizer and soli
conditioner costs

1960

1978

Expensing for agriculture accepted
practice following 1916 Revenue Act .
Explicitly enacted in 1954 Internal
Revenue Code .
Expensing for agriculture accepted
practice following 1916 Revenue Act .
Explicitly enacted In 1960 Internal
Revenue Code .
Expensing for agriculture accepted
practice following 1916 Revenue Act .
Revenue Act of 1978

1986

Tax Reform Act of 1986

1916

1916 Revenue Act

Function
Exclusion of Interest on slate
and local government sewage,
water, and hazardous waste
facilities bonds

Expensing of the costs of
raising dairy and breeding cattle
Exclusion of cost-sharing
payments
Exclusion of cancellation of
indebtedness income of farmers
Cash accounting for agriculture
Commerce and housing
(Financial institutions)
Excess bad debt reserves of
6nanclal Institutions
Merger rules for banks and thrift
Institutions
Exemption of credit union
income
(Insurance companies)
Exclusion of Investment Income
on life Insurance and annuity
contracts
Exclusion of Investment income
from structured settlement
amounts

Year
1968
and
1986

1916

1947

Appeadlr II
Tax l{xaaadidn Dates efldtlal
Authorisation and 1993 Revenue Lesse e

Corporations
1993 Estimate'
(In billions)
0 .2

Individual s
1993 Estimate'
(In billions
1 ..

0.1

Function
Small life insurance company
taxable Income adjustmen t
Special treatment of life
Insurance company reserves
Deduction of unpaid bas
reserves for property an d
casualty Insurance companies
Special alternative tax on small
property and casualty
Insurance companies

Year
1984
1909

1909 income but law

1.9

1909

1909 income tax law

1 .0

1942
and
1988

Tax exemption for certain
Insurance companies

1909,
1924.
and
1928

Exemptions and reduced tax rates fo r
mutual Insurance companies, enacted In
the 1942 Revenue Act were replaced b y
provisions In the Tax Rearm Act of 1988 .
1909 Interne tax law. Insurance
operations of fraternal organizations;
benevolent Its insurance associations
were made tax exempt In 1924; and
vanity employee benefit associations
were added In the Revenue Act of 1928.
Internal Revenue Service regulation s

0.1

•

°
0 .1

0 .1

1981

IRS ruling In 1947 (for commercial
banks); 1951 Revenue Act (for thrifts)
Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981

1909

1909 Income tax law

0.4

1913

Revenue Act of 1913

0.4

1982

Periodic Payments Settlement Act

0. 1

0 .2
0.3

0 .8

8 .2

Special deduction for Blue
Cross and Blue SNeld
companie s
(Housing)
Deductibility of mortgage
interest on owner-occupied
residence s
DeductlbWty of property tax on
owneroccupled homes
Deferral of capital gains on
sales of principal residences
Exclusion of capital gains on
sales of principal residences for
persona age 65 and over
($125,000 exclusion)
Exclusion of interest on state
and local government bonds fo r
owner-occupied housing
Depreciation of rental housing
In excess of alternative
depreciation system
Low-Income housing tax credit
Exclusion of Interest on state
and local government bonds fo r
rental housing

1920$

GAO/OGD/AIMD-s4-124 Tax

individual s
1993 Estimate'
(In billions )
'

1913

Revenue Act of 1913

•

44 .2

1913

Revenue Act of 1913

•

13. 3

1951

1951 Revenue Act

1984

Revenue Act of 1984; greatly expanded
under the 1978 Revenue Act

1913

Revenue Act of 1913

0.2

1.6

1948

Revenue ruing In 1948; enacted In 1954
Internal Revenue Code

1 .0

0 .5

1988
1937

Tax Reform Act of 1988
U .S. Housing Act of 1937

0.1
0 .1

1 .0
0 .9

13.2
•

4 .6

(continued)
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Corporations
1993 Estimate'
(In billions)
0.1

First enacted
Act, court one, or regulation
Deficit Redlctlon Act of 1984
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Function
(Other business and commerce )
Maximum 28 percent tax rat e
on long-term capital gains

Year

Depreciation on buildings othe r
than rental housing In excess o f
alternative depreciation system
Depreciation on equipment I n
excess of alternativ e
depreciation system
Expensing up to $10,000 o f
depreciable business property

1946

Exclusion of capital gains a t
death
Carryover basis on gifts
Amortization of busines s
start-up costs
Reduced rates on first $75,00 0
of corporate taxable Income
Permanent exemption fro m
imputed Interest rules
Expensing of magazine
circulation expenditures
Special rules for magazines ,
paperback book, and recor d
returns
Deferral of gain on nondeale r
installmen t
sales
Completed contract rules

Cash accounting, other than
agriculture
Exclusion of interest on stat e
and local government
small-issue bonds
Deferral of gain on like-kin d
exchanges
Exception from net operatin g
loss limitations for corporation s
in bankruptcy proceedings

1921
an d
1990

First enacted
Act, court case, or regulatio n
1921 Revenue Act first established
capital gains rate at 12.5 percent.
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act o f
1990 sat 28 percent rate.
Revenue ruling in 1948: erected in 1954
Internal Revenue Code

1946
and
1954
195 9
an d
1981
1921

Revenue ruling In 1946; enacted In 1954
Internal Revenue Code

1921
1980

1921 Revenue Act
Miscellaneous Revenue Act of 1980

Special deduction enacted In 1959 .
Expensing substituted In Economi c
Recovery Act of 1981 .
1921 Revenue Act

Individuals
1993 Estimate'
(In billions )

Corporations
1993 Estimate '
(In billions)
°

3 .=

5 .1

1.1

14 .8

4 .'

0.1

0.1

°

11 .f

0. :
3 .1

194 1
and
1986
1984

1941 Revenue Act (reduced rates on firs t
$ 100,000) and Tax Reform Act of 1986

1950
1978

Codified In Internal Revenue Code
Section 17 3
1978 Revenue Ac t

1921

1921 Revenue Act

a1

1918
and
1986
1916

Permitted by IRS regulations since 1918 .
The Tax Reform Act of 1988 codified th e
rules for long tern contracts .
1916 Revenue Act

0.2

1909

1921

Permitted since 1909 . The first federa l
restrictions were imposed In the Revenue
and Expenditure Control Act of 1968 .
1921 Revenue Act

0 .3

1986

Tax Reform Act of 1986

02

•

Deficit Reduction Act of 1984

On

1.

0.

Functio n
Gain from sale or exchange to
effectuate policies of FCC
Exemption of RIC expense s
from mlacetaneous deduction
floor
Transportatio n
Deferral of tax on capital
construction funds of shipping
companie s
Exclusion of Interest on state
and local government bonds fo r
mass transit
commuting vehicles .
Exclusion of Interest on
state and local government
bonds for high-speed
Inter-urban rail facNttes
Community and regional
developmen t
Investment credit fo r
rehabilitation of structures other
than historic structures
Exclusion of Interest on stat e
and focal government bonds fo r
private airports and dock s
Education, training,
employment an d
social service s
(Education and training)
Exclusion of scholarship an d
fellowship Income
Parental personal exemption for
students age 19-23
Exclusion of Interest on sta b
and local government student
loan bands
Exclusion of Interest on state
and local government bonds fo r
private educational facilitie s
Deductibility of charitable
contributions for educational
Institutions
Exclusion of Interest on
educational savings bonds

Corporations
1993 Estimate*
(In billions)
0 .2

Individual s
1993 Estimate'
(In billions)

Year
1943

tarot enacted
Act, court case, or regulatio n
1943 Revenue Act

1988

Tax Reform Act of 1988

1938

Merchant Marine Add 1938

1981

Economic Recovery TeX Act Of 198 l

1968
and
1988

The Revenue and Evenditure Contro l
Act Of 1968 and the Tax Reform Act of
198 8

1978

Revenue Act of 1978

1988

The Revenue and Expenditure Contro l
Act of 1968 specifically excepted ban d
Issues for airports, dodo, and wharves .

1954

1954 Internal Revenue Code

1954

0.8

1978

1954 Internal Revenue Code an d
Technical and Miscellaneous Revenu e
Act Of 1968 .
Tax Reform Act Of 1978

1913

Revenue Act of 1913

0. 4

1917

1917 War Revenue Act

1988

Technical end Miscellaneous Revenu e
Act 011988

a

0 .8

0. 1

0 .1

0 .6

a

0.3

0.3

0 .2

2. 1

0.2
(continued)
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Function
(Employment)
Exclusion of employee meals
and lodging (other than military)
Employee stock ownership
plans
Exclusion for benefits provided
under cafeteria plans
Exclusion of rental allowances
for ministers' homes
Exclusion of miscellaneous
fringe benefits
Exclusion of employee awards
Exclusion of income earned b y
supplemental unemployment
benefits trusts
Exclusion of Income earned by
voluntary employees'
beneficiary associations
(Social services)
Deductibility of charitable
contributions, other than tor
education and health
Credit for child and dependent
care expenses
Exclusion for employer provided child care
Exclusion for certain foster care
payments
Expensing costs of removing
architectural barriers
Tax credit for disabled access
expenditures
Health
Exclusion of employer
contributions for medical
insurance premiums and
medical care
Supplemental health Insurance
credit component of earned
income tax credit
Deductibility of medical
expenses

Year
1918

First enacted
Act, court case, or regulation

T
Exprdleare Dates et Lids !
Aathorleatlos and ISM
Leases
Iambs

Corporations
1993 Estimate.
(In billions)

Individuals
1993 Estimate'
(In billions)

1921

1918-1954 regulation; enacted In 1954
Internal Revenue Code
Employee Retirement Income Security
Act of 1974
Employee Retirement Income Security
Act of 1974
1921 Revenue Act

t984

Deficit Reduction Act of 1984

°

4 .3

1986
1960

Tax Reform Act of 1986
Codified in Internal Revenue Cod e
Section 501(•x17) by P.L 86-667 .

°

0.1

1928

1928 Revenue Act

e

1917

1917 War Revenue Act

1954
an d
1976
1981

A deduction was enacted in the 1954
Internal Revenue Code . Credit firs t
enacted in the Tax Reform Act of 1976.
Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981

1977
and
1982
1976

IRS Revenue Ruling (77-280, 1977-2,
CBA) Codified In Periodic Payments
Settlement Act
Tax Reform Act of 1976

0. 1

1990

Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1990

0.1

1918

Revenue Act of 1918

1974
1974

0 .5
1 .0
e

2.9

e

0 .2

b

1 .1

0.5

13 .1

2 .8

0.4

e

46.4

1990

Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1990

0. 1

1942

1942 Revenue Act

3 .1
(continued)
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Function
Exclusion of Interest on state
and local government bonds fo r
private hospital facilitie s
Deductibility of charitable
contributions in health
organization
Medicare
Exclusion of untaxed medicare
hospital Insurance benefits

Year
1913

First enacted
Act, court use, or regulation
Revenue Act of 191 3

1917

1917 war Revenue Act

1985

Exclusion of untaxed
supplementary medical
insurance benefits

1965

Exclusion has existed since the advent of
Medicare In 1965; Revenue Rulin g
70341 In 1970 provided that benefta ar e
not Includible in gross Ytconle .
Fxchu(ott has existed since the advent o f
Medicare in 1965; Revenue Rulin g
70-341 in 1970 provided that benefits ar e
not htcktdbte In gross Income.

Income security
Exclusion of workers'
compensation benefits
Exclusion of special benefits for
disabled coal miners
Exclusion of cash public
assistance benefits
Net exclusion of pension
contributions and earnings

Individual retirement plans
(exclusion of contributions and
earnings)
Keogh plans
Exclusion of premiums on
group term life Insurance
Exclusion of premiums on
accident and disability
Insurance
Exclusion for employerprovided death benefits
Additional standard deduction
for the blind and the elderly
Tax credit for the elderly and
disabled
Deductibility of casualty an d
theft losses

1918
1972
1930s
1921

1974
1962
1920

Accepted practice, enacted in 1918
Revenue Act.
Revenue Ruing 72. 400 and Black Lung
Benefits Act of 197 2
Included in revenue rulings on the
definition of gross Income .
The earnings ci stock-bonus or profit
sharing plans were exempted In 192 1
Revenue Act. Treatment extended to
pension trusts In 1928.
Employment Retirement income Security
Act of 1974

1954

Self-Employed IndMduals Retirement Act
Administrative legal opinion (L .O . 1014, 2
C .B. 8 (1920))
1954 Internal Revenue Cod e

1951

1951 Revenue Act

1943
and
1948
1954
and
1976
1913

1943 Revenue Act and 1948 Revenue Ac t

Corporations
1993 Estimate'
(In billions)

IndM
1993
01

0 .2

s

°
a

a

A eitrement income credit enacted I n
1954 wu replaced by this tax credit i n
the Tax Reform Act of 1978
Revenue Act of 1913
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Appswftt

Functio n
Earned income tax credit
Supplemental young chil d
credit component of earne d
Income lax credit
Social Security and Railroad
Retiremen t
Exclusion of untaxed Socia l
Security and railroad Retirement
benefits
Veterans' benefits and
service s
Exclusion of veterans' disability
compensation
Exclusion of veterans' pensions
Exclusion of GI bill benefit s
Exclusion of Interest on stat e
and local government veterans '
housing bonds
General purpose fisca l
assistance
Exclusion of interest on public
purpose state and loca l
government deb t
Deduction of nonbusiness stat e
and local government Income
and personal property laze s
Tax credit for corporations wit h
possessions source Incom e
Interes t
Deferral of interest on saving s
bond s
Total

Year
1975
1993

First enacted
Act, court case, or regulation
Tax Reduction Act of 1975
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act o f
1990

n

Tass iss adttae Dews 'MOO
Aat edsatise wed lsq lames lamas

Appeadlx D
Tax E :aeadlmn Dates at Wt W
Authorisation and 1993 Revenue Lases

Corporations
1993 Estimate '
(In billions)

Individual s
1993 Estimate'
(In billions`
LS

1938,
194 1
and
1935

Administrative Rulings I .T . 3194 and
3447, and Railroad Retirement Act o f
1935

24 .5

1917

1917 War Revenue Act

D

1 E

1917
1917
1940$

1917 War Revenue Act
1917 War Revenue Act

°
°

0.1
0.1

MOTs 1092 garrotes ix had year 1993 w bad on M provisions In tax law as enacte d
through December 31, 1991 .
k4ot applicable .
Lau than $50 mu on .
elect 01 the sword Income 1•x weal on receipts . The
numbw the table shows
theIn 1993.
In crease in outlays
In
wu $9 .l Mon
br Reoai Yew 19931997. g4 2fl1992..19 2
Osaoae: JOT, Estimates of Federal Tex
bbrr
C80, Tax
wo
n
•
Yews
.
n.rivanneasst
on
hd
4dusi
Provision
of
u'
WasNrtplon,

First Issued by the States afte r
World War II

1913

Revenue Act of 1913

1913

Revenue Act of 1913

1921
and
1976

1921 Revenue Act enacted an exclusion .
It was changed to a credit In the Ta x
Reform Act 011976 .

1913

Revenue Act of 1913

1 .0

9 .f

27. 5

3. 2

e
47 .4

1 .3
354 .3

(Table notes on next page)
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Appendix I I
Tax Expenditure Dates ortnitla
i
Authorisation and 1993 Revenue Losse s

Tax Expenditure Dates of Initial
Authorization and 1993 Revenue Losse s

Corporations
About 10 percent (14 tax expenditures) of the 124 income tax
expenditures present in 1993 were authorized by either the Payne-Aldric h

Tariff Act of 1909 (which established the corporate income tax) or th e
Revenue Act of 1913 (which established the individual income tax) and

First enacted
Function

Yea r
191 6

Act, court
court case, or regulation
Treasury Regulation (T.D. 45, article 223 )
established that such costs were ordinar y
operating expenses . Development cost s
were specifically enacted In 1954 Interna l
Revenue Code and exploration costs i n
1951 Revenue Act.

Expensing of exploration an d
development costs (other fuels)

191 6

Excess of percentage over cost
depletion (oil and gas)

191 8

Excess of percentage over cos t
depletion (other fuels)

191 8

Credit for enhanced oil recovery
costs
Alternative fuel production credit
Alcohol fuel credits
Exclusion of interest on state
and local government Industrial
development bonds for energ y
production facilities
Expensing of tertiary Injectants
Natural resources an d
environmen t

1990
1980
1980
1980

Treasury Regulation (T .D. 45, article 223 )
established that such costs were ordinar y
operating expenses . Specifically enacte d
In the 1954 Internal Revenue Code.
Depletion on a discovery-value basis
accepted practice 1918-1926 ; 1926
Revenue Act enacted percentage ove r
cost depletion for oil and gas.
Depletion on a discovery-value basi s
accepted practice 1918-1926 ; 1932
Revenue Act enacted percentage over
cost depletion for other fuels .
Omnibus Budget and Reconciliation
Reconciliation Ac t
of 1990
Crude Oil Windfall Profit Tax Act of 1980
Crude Oil Windfall Profit Tax Act of 1980
Crude Oil Windfall Profit Tax Act of 1980

198 0

Crude Oil Windfall Profit Tax Act of 1980

Expensing of exploration an d
development costs, nonfuel
minerals
Excess of percentage over cos t
depletion, nonfuel minerals

195 1

1951 Revenue Ac t

Investment credit and 7-yea r
amortization for reforestatio n
expenditures
Expensing multiperiod
timber-growing costs

1980

Expensing of exploration an d
development costs (oil and gas)

thus have been part of the current income tax system since its inception .

The Internal Revenue Code is also the result of thousands of incremental
decisions compiled in about three dozen major bills enacted since 1913 .
Table IL 1 presents Jcr's revenue loss estimates for each of the 124 tax
expenditures it listed for 1993. This table also shows the year each tax
expenditure was first enacted and the enabling legislation .

Table 11.1 : Initial Authority for Tax Expenditures and JCT's 1993 Revenue Loss Estimate s

Function
National defens e
Exclusion of benefits an d
allowances to Armed Forces
personnel
Exclusion of military disabilit y
benefit s
International affair s
Exclusion of income earned
abroad by U .S. citizens
Exclusion of certain allowance s
for Federal employees abroa d
Exclusion of income of foreig n
sales corporations
Deferral of income of controlle d
foreign corporation s
Inventory property sales sourc e
rule exception
interest allocation rule s
exception for certai n
nonfinancial Institution s
General science, spac e
and technology
Expensing of research and
development expenditure s
Energy

Year

First enacted
Act, court case, or regulation

1925

Jones v. U.S . (60 Ct . CI . 552)

Corporations
1993 Estimate'
(In billions)

Individuals
1993 Estimate'
(In billions)
$2 .0

1942

1942 Revenue Act

b

0. 1

1926

1926 Revenue Act

°

1 .5

1943

1943 Revenue Act

1984

Deficit Reduction Act of 1984

1909

Accepted practice 1909-1962 ; restricte d
under the Revenue Act of 1962
1921 Revenue Act and Tax Reform Act o f
1986

192 1
and
1986
1986

1954

Tax Reform Act of 1986

Section 174, Internal Revenue Code

02
$1 . 5
1 .0
4. 0

0. 1

1 .8

191 8

1923
an d
1986

0.1

0 .2

0 .6

0. 2
°

0 .2

A 1923
1923 income
income tax
tax ruling
ruling was the
the firs
firs t
distinguishing between
distinguishing
between what
what expense s
might be deductible
deductible and
and what
what expense s
might be capitalized . The Tax Reform Act
of 1986
1986 excepted
exceptedtimber
timber from
from unifor
unifor m
capitalization rules .

0.4

0. 1

(continued )
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Individuals
1993 Estimate'
1993
Estimate'
(In billions)
billions)

0 .2

Depletion on aa discovery-value
discovery-value basi
basiss
accepted practice
practice 1918-1932
1918-1932 ; 1932
Revenue Act enacted percentage ove
overr
cost depletion .
Recreational Boating Safety and Facilitie s
Improvement Act of 198 0

(continued)
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1993 Estimate'
(In billions)
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Tax Expenditure Dates of Initial
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Appendix II
Tax Expenditure Dates of Initial
Authorization and 1993 Revenue tmaaes

Corporations
1993 Estimate'
(In billions)
0.2

Investment tax credit for
rehabilitation of historic
structures
Special rules for mining
reclamation reserves
Agriculture
Expensing of soil and water
conservation expenditures

1976

First enacted
Act, court case, or regulation
Exclusion of Interest on state and local
bonds accepted practice txtti 1968.
Sewage and water exception was
explicitly enacted in Revenue
Expenditure and Control Act of 1968. Tax
Reform Act of 1986 excepted hazardous
waste facilities .
Tax Reform Act of 1976

1984

Deficit Reduction Act of 1984

1954

Expensing of fertilizer and soil
conditioner costs

1960

Expensing of the costs of
raising dairy and breeding cattle
Exclusion of cost-sharing
payments

1916
1978

Expensing for agriculture accepted
practice following 1916 Revenue Act .
Explicitly enacted In 1954 Internal
Revenue Code .
Expensing for agriculture accepted
practice following 1916 Revenue Act .
Explicitly enacted In 1960 Internal
Revenue Coda.
Expensing for agriculture accepted
practice following 1916 Revenue Act .
Revenue Act of 1978

Exclusion of cancellation of
Indebtedness Income of farmers
Cash accounting for agriculture
Commerce and housing
(Financial Institutions)
Excess bad debt reserves of
financial Institutions
Merger rules for banks and thrift
Institutions
Exemption of credit union
Income
(Insurance companies)

1986

Tax Reform Act of 1986

1918

1918 Revenue Act

0.1

1947

IRS ruling In 1947 (for commercial
banks) ; 1951 Revenue Act (for thrifts)
Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981

0.1

1909 Income tax law

0.4

Function
Exclusion of Interest on state
and local government sewage ,
water, and hazardous waste
facilities bonds

Year
1968
and
1988

1981
1909

Exclusion of Investment income
on lire Insurance and annuity
contracts

1913

Exclusion of investment Income
from structured settlement
amounts

1982

Revenue Act of 1913

Individuals
1993 Estimate,
(In billions
1 ..

0. 1

°

•

0 .2
0 .3

0.6

0.4

Function
Small life Insurance company
taxable Income adjustmen t

Year
1984

Special treatment of life
Insurance company reserve s
Deduction of unpaid los s
reserves for property and
casualty Insurance companies
Special alternative tax on smell
property and casualty
Insurance companies

1909

1909 Income tax law

1.9

1909

1909 Income tax law

1.0

1942
and
1986

Tax exemption for certain
insurance companies

1909,
1924 .
an d
1928

Special deduction for Blue
Cross and Blue Shiel d
companies
(Housing )
Deductibility of mortgage
Interest on owner-occupied
residences
Deductibility of property tax on
owner-occupied home s
Deferral of capital gains on
sales of principal residence s
Exclusion of capital gains on
sales of principal residences for
persons age 55 and ove r
($125,000 exclusion )
Exclusion of Interest on state
and local government bonds fo r
owner-occupied housin g

1920s

Exemptions and reduced tax rates for
mutual Insurance companies, enacted I n
the 1942 Revenue Act, were replaced by
provisions in the Tax Reform Act of 1986 .
1909 Income tax law, Insuranc e
operations of fraternal organizations ;
benevolent life Insurance associations
were made tax exempt in 1924 ; and
voluntary employee benefit association s
were added in the Revenue Act of 1928 .
Internal Revenue Service regulation s

Depreciation of rental housing
In excess of alternative
depreciation system
Low-Income housing tax credit
Exclusion of Interest on state
and local government bonds for
rental housin g

0 .1

0 .1

8 .2

Periodic Payments Settlement Ac t

Individual s
1993 Estimate'
(In billions )
b

1913

Revenue Act of 1913

•

44 2

1913

Revenue Act of 1913

•

13. 3

1951

1951 Revenue Act

1964

Revenue Act of 1964 ; greatly expanded
under the 1978 Revenue Ac t

1913

Revenue Act of 1913

0 .2

1 6

1946

Revenue ruling In 1946 ; enacted In 1954
internal Revenue Code

1 .0

0 .5

1986

Tax Reform Act of 1986
U.S. Housing Act of 1937

0 .1
0 .1

1 .0
0 .9

1937

13 2
46

(continued )

(continued)
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Corporations
1993 Estimate'
(In billions)
0.1

First enacted
Act, court case, or regulation
Deficit Reduction Act of 1984
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AppeadixII
Tax Etpsadittw Datas of Initia l
Authorization and 1993 Revenue Losses

Function
Earned Income tax credit
Supplemental young child
credit component of earned
Income tax credit
Social Security end Railroa d
Retiement
Exclusion of untaxed Social
Security and railroad Retirement
benefits
Veterans' benefits an d
services
Exclusion of veterans' disability
compensatio n
Exclusion of veterans' pinions
Exclusion of GI bl9 benefits
Exclusion of Interest on state
and local government veterans'
housing bonds
General purpose fiscal
assistanc e
Exclusion of interest on public
purpose state and local
government debt
Deduction of nonbusiness state
and local government Income
and personal property taxes
Tax credit for corporations with
possessions source income
Interes t
Deferral of Interest on savings
bonds
Total

First enacted
Year Act, court case, or regulation
1975 Tax Reduction Act of 1975
1990 Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act o f
1990

Corporations
1993 Estimate'
(in billions)
0

Individuals
1993 Estimate'
(in billions'
1..

1938, Administrative Rulings I .T. 3194 and
1941 3447, and Railroad Retirement Act o f
and 193 5
1935

a

24 .f

1917 1917 War Revenue Ac t

e

1.f

a

1917 1917 War Revenue Act
1917 1917 War Revenue Ac t
1940s First Issued by the States afte r
World War I I

1913 Revenue Act of 1913

1 .0

1913 Revenue Act of 191 3
1921 1921 Revenue Act enacted art exclusion .
and It was changed to a credit In the Ta x
1978 Reform Act of 1976 .

•JCTs 1992 estimates for fiscal year 1993 are based on the provisions h tax law as enacte d
through December 31, 1991 .
'Not applicable.
'Less limn S50
'The mrnbsr In the table shows the effect of the earned income tax credit on receipts . The
increase In outlays was $9 .7 billion In 1993 .
is for Raul Years 1993-1997, April 24 . 1992:
Tax .•
Sono : JCT, Estlm.tes of Fedrel
,.^r.r^TC•.1r*iT.'•t :T~•fL*i
:?~rt19:T .c, . . lo(Rscal
ceo.Tax
era
•.:e• r
ernei as on
r
eau.
Years ' " ,•. .
tWBUaR
xpendtures : Corndum of Background Material on Indlvldual Provisions,
.
1
2.
Washington, DC: S. GPO, Nov

9f
27.5

3. 2

b

1913 Revenue Act of 1913

1 .<

47.4

354. 3
(Table notes on next page)
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